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ABSTRACT
The purpose of this quantitative, quasi-experimental study was to understand the difference in
the posttest detectability scores, as measured by the Conners Kiddie Continuous Performance
Test 2nd edition, among early childhood students participating in various activity types, including
ATNR integration exercises, running exercises, or sedentary work, when controlling for pretest
detectability scores at schools in rural north Texas using a nonequivalent control-group, pretestposttest design. This study built on the theory of structural cognitive modifiability and helped to
expand research regarding the impact of a specific type of physical activity, namely asymmetric
tonic neck reflex integration exercises, on focal inattentiveness, a symptom of attention deficit
hyperactivity disorder. The historical background of attention deficit hyperactivity disorder is
discussed, as well as the implications for society if additional action is not taken to mediate
individuals’ symptoms, regardless of if those symptoms meet the diagnostic threshold. This
study helped to provide insight on potentially useful classroom management strategies that are
sufficiently succinct to be utilized in hectic classrooms and expanded the theoretical knowledge
surrounding attention deficit hyperactivity disorder symptoms. The sample consisted of 69
students, aged four to seven, from two schools in rural Texas. Students were given a pre-test,
participated in an activity daily at school for three weeks, and given a post-test. A one-way
ANCOVA was used to analyze the data. The study showed that, while there was a greater overall
improvement in the treatment group, there was no statistically significant difference in the
detectability scores of the treatment and control groups (p = .141). The author discusses the
implication of the results and calls for additional research into exploration of ATNR integration.
Keywords: attention deficit hyperactivity disorder, asymmetric tonic neck reflex, physical
activity, integration exercises, inattentiveness, detectability
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CHAPTER ONE: INTRODUCTION
Overview
The purpose of this quantitative, quasi-experimental study was to understand the
difference in the posttest detectability scores, as measured by the Conners Kiddie Continuous
Performance Test 2nd edition, among early childhood students participating in various activity
types, including ATNR reflex integration exercises, running exercises, or sedentary work, when
controlling for pretest detectability scores at schools in rural north Texas, using a nonequivalent
control-group, pretest-posttest design. Chapter One introduces the study. It gives the background,
practical and theoretical, on the topics of attention deficit hyperactivity disorder, of which
inattentiveness, including an inability for focal attention, is a primary symptom, and the ATNR.
It also introduces the theoretical framework of the study. The problem statement examines the
scope of the recent literature. The purpose statement and significance of the study are included to
help the reader understand the rationale behind the current study. The chapter concludes with the
research question and a list of definitions for key terms.
Background
Attention deficit hyperactivity disorder (ADHD) affects over 5% of the population
worldwide (Drechsler et al., 2020; Lambez et al., 2020; Razzak et al., 2021; Wolraich et al.,
2019; Yu et al., 2020), with sub-threshold prevalence estimates around 10% (Dogru et al., 2021;
Drechsler et al., 2020). Despite over 20,000 publications in the last 10 years, there is no known
cure (Drechsler et al., 2020). Treatment of ADHD symptoms often involves the individual taking
pharmaceuticals to lessen the effects of the symptoms (Drechsler et al., 2020; Lambez et al.,
2020; Yu et al., 2020), allowing individuals with ADHD to function within society. The majority
of studies measuring the adherence rates of medication among individuals with ADHD, however,
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show that more than 20% of individuals fail to adhere to their prescribed medication schedule
(Khan & Aslani, 2020). While there has been research into other treatment options (Drechsler et
al., 2020; Fairest et al., 2019; Lambez et al., 2020), including physical exercise (Den Heijer et
al., 2017; Drechsler et al., 2020; Lambez et al., 2020; Suarez-Manzano et al., 2018; Yu et al.,
2020), there have been minimal studies into how exercises related to the ATNR, a primitive
reflex that has been shown to be related to ADHD (Konicarova & Bob, 2013; Melillo et al.,
2020), especially in girls (Bob et al., 2021), affect ADHD symptoms (Bob et al., 2021; Melillo et
al., 2020).
Historical Overview
Historically, ADHD has been defined by its symptoms (American Psychiatric
Association, 2013; Drechsler et al., 2020; Razzak et al., 2021), with no associated genetic or
biological markers yet identified (Drechsler et al., 2020). While first documented in 1839
(Hatuel-Czuckermann, 2019), it was not actively diagnosed until 1968 with the publication of the
Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders (DSM), second edition (Wolraich et al.,
2019). Beginning in 1968, children who had excessive hyperactivity were labeled with
hyperactive/hyperkinetic syndrome of childhood. In 1980, this disorder’s primary impairment
shifted from hyperactivity to inattention. Publication of the DSM-III-Revised expanded the
definition to include the subtypes hyperactive/impulsive and inattentive. DSM-V requires
individuals to exhibit a minimum of five to six symptoms, depending on age, in at least one of
the three different given subtypes: hyperactive/impulsive, inattentive, or combination (American
Psychiatric Association, 2013). Diagnoses of ADHD rely heavily on subjective behavioral rating
scales and clinical interviews, which assess the perceived frequency of symptoms and the
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perceived effects of those symptoms throughout the social and physical environments of the
individual’s life (Drechsler et al., 2020; Razzak et al., 2021).
Treatment options for ADHD have changed very little over the course of the last 50
years (Drechsler et al., 2020). Even before ADHD was listed in the DSM, stimulant medication
was being used to treat the symptoms (Wolraich et al., 2019). This continues to be the leading
treatment option for individuals with ADHD (Lambez et al., 2020; Suarez-Manzano et al., 2018;
Yu et al., 2020). All guidelines, however, recommend that treatment of ADHD utilizes a
multimodal treatment approach (Drechsler et al., 2020). This may include both pharmacological
and nonpharmacological treatments. Nonpharmacological treatments include cognitive
behavioral therapy, cognitive training, and mindfulness training (Drechsler et al., 2020; Lambez
et al., 2020), as well as neurofeedback training, and transcranial magnetic stimulation (Drechsler
et al., 2020), plus family counseling and nutritional interventions (Fairest et al., 2019). Physical
exercise is also used as a nonpharmacological treatment (Drechsler et al., 2020; Lambez et al.,
2020; Suarez-Manzano et al., 2018). Although physical exercise appears in some instances to
help decrease ADHD symptoms (Den Heijer et al., 2017; Lambez et al., 2020), there has been
insufficient research to draw conclusions about the effectiveness of this treatment (Drechsler et
al., 2020; Suarez-Manzano et al., 2018). Those exercises that appear to be effective, noted by this
researcher, also appear to be similar movements which would correspond to ATNR integration
exercises.
The ATNR was first documented in 1938 by Arnold Gesell (Kelly, 1987). He used
cinematographic methods to establish the universal presence of the ATNR in human infants.
While it was documented that it occurred in infancy, there was no clear agreement on when, or
even if, the primitive reflex disappeared. Ikai (1950) noted that the reflex could be found in
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normal healthy adults. This research, however, antedated any recognition of ADHD, so it is
uncertain if any adults with ADHD, and without any comorbidities, were participants in that
study. Currently the ATNR is recognized as a primitive reflex that emerges in utero (Bilbilaj et
al., 2017; Melillo et al., 2020; Wagh et al., 2019). It is still unclear, given the current research on
the topic, whether the reflex disappears forever, or if it is only kept under cognitive control by
the postural reactions during standard development (Lange-Küttner, 2018).
Society-at-Large
ADHD symptoms affect not just the individual themselves but other members of society
at large. This disorder impacts the healthcare system, with over 50% of referrals to childhood
mental health clinics being related to ADHD diagnosis and treatment (Lambez et al., 2020). It
also impacts the social care and criminal justice systems (Benzing et al., 2018; Lambez et al.,
2020; Liang et al., 2021). It is estimated that overall, ADHD costs society between $831.38 to
$20,538 United States (US) dollars per person diagnosed (Chhibber et al., 2021), or a total of
over $13.7 million in the US alone, based on current prevalence estimates. That number does not
account for the stress on society’s infrastructure that comes from individuals whose symptoms
are undiagnosed or individuals who are subthreshold, whose symptoms are not severe enough to
qualify for a diagnosis. Because of the impact for individuals with symptoms of ADHD who do
not actually meet the diagnostic criteria for ADHD, several researchers are advocating for
clinical recognition of subthreshold ADHD (Dogru et al., 2021; Kirova et al., 2019; Lee & Lee,
2020). Individuals with ADHD symptoms can create an added economic cost for society-atlarge. Lessening the symptoms of ADHD will minimize these impacts, contributing to the
overall health of society.
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Theoretical Background
Feuerstein’s theory of structural cognitive modifiability underpins this issue. The theory
of structural cognitive modifiability states that the very structures of a person’s brain can be
modified through positive social elements in the environment (Feuerstein, 1990). These social
elements often are intentional mediation, where the mediator acts as a filter, either introducing
additional stimuli or modifying given stimuli (Feuerstein, 1990; Mentis et al., 2008). Feuerstein
believed that, even though distal factors in an individual’s biology or environment may trigger
negative proximal factors, mediation could remediate these negative effects through the
additional introduction or modification of stimuli.
The theory of structural cognitive modifiability is deeply rooted in ideologies of previous
educational theory and psychological giants. It melds the theories of Jean Piaget’s (1985)
cognitive structures with Lev Vygotsky’s (1978) zone of proximal development, but also is
influenced through the works of Robert Sternberg (1985) and Howard Gardner (1983).
Feuerstein (1990), Mentis and colleagues (2008), and Tzuriel (2014) noted how Feuerstein
studied various cultural groups, focusing on the individual’s propensities for learning, and
modified his own theory accordingly.
Considering that the very brain structures of individuals with ADHD show differences
from other individuals who are neurotypical (Drechsler et al., 2020), one could theoretically
modify the brain structures of individuals with ADHD. Modifying the brain in this way would
make them closer to their neurotypical peers. Theoretically, this could be accomplished if the
appropriate stimuli were introduced with the appropriate intensity.
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Problem Statement
Current research has not adequately addressed how asymmetric tonic neck reflex
integration exercises affect a student’s focal inattentiveness, one facet of inattentiveness, which
is a common category of symptoms related to attention deficit hyperactivity disorder and a
construct measured by the Conners Kiddie Continuous Performance Test 2nd edition. Fairest and
colleagues (2019) noted during their study on the chiropractic treatment of a seven-year-old girl
that, throughout the course of the treatment, not only did her ADHD symptoms improve, but her
ATNR was integrated, as well. They did not, however, address this possible connection in their
study. Bob and colleagues (2021) found that, in girls, ADHD symptoms positively correlated to
the severity of ATNR persistence. They called for additional research into how integration
exercises may affect symptoms.
Other studies on minimizing ADHD symptoms have focused on the effects of physical
exercise (Benzing et al., 2018; Den Heijer et al., 2017; Hatuel-Czuckermann, 2019; Lambez et
al., 2020; Liang et al., 2021; Suarez-Manzano et al., 2018; Yu et al., 2020). While physical
exercise has been studied regarding its effect on ADHD, those results are inconclusive (Melillo
et al., 2020; Wagh et al., 2019). Some exercises appear to lessen ADHD symptoms (Benzing et
al., 2018; Lambez et al., 2020; Liang et al., 2021), while others appear to have a fleeting effect, if
any at all (Den Heijer et al., 2017; Lambez et al., 2020; Yu et al., 2020). This could be because
of the type of exercises being performed and whether the exercises integrate the ATNR.
Exercises that show a strong connection to movements that would integrate the ATNR have
shown positive results in improving ADHD symptoms (Hatuel-Czuckermann, 2019), but there
has not been sufficient research to draw a connection between these exercises and ADHD
symptoms. Melillo and colleagues (2020) hypothesized that ADHD symptoms may be a
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compensatory reaction for a persisting ATNR and called for additional research on this topic.
The problem is more research is needed to determine if there is a difference in detectability
scores, as measured by the Conners Kiddie Continuous Performance Test 2nd edition, among
early childhood students participating in different activities, specifically ATNR integration
exercises, running exercises, and sedentary work (Den Heijer et al., 2017; Liang et al., 2021;
Melillo et al., 2020).
Purpose Statement
The purpose of this quantitative, quasi-experimental study was to understand the
difference in the posttest detectability scores, as measured by the Conners Kiddie Continuous
Performance Test 2nd edition, among early childhood students participating in various activity
types, including ATNR reflex integration exercises, running exercises, or sedentary work, when
controlling for pretest detectability scores at schools in rural north Texas, using a nonequivalent
control-group, pretest-posttest design. The independent variable was the type of activity and was
a categorical variable with three levels: the treatment group, physical activity control, and
maturation control. The treatment group participated in ATNR integration exercises. Asymmetric
tonic neck reflex integration exercises were defined as movements coordinating the bending of
the bilateral arm and leg in succession with a head rotation for a duration of at least three minutes
a day, at least four times a week (Goddard Blythe, 2014). The physical activity control group
participated in running exercises. Running exercises were defined as locomotive aerobic
exercises (Heijnen et al., 2016). For the purpose of this study, running exercises were
operationally defined as running, jogging, galloping, skipping, or walking. The maturation
control group participated in sedentary work. Sedentary work was defined as work that was
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completed while sitting (van As et al., 2021). Sedentary work, for this study, was operationally
defined as drawing. Group membership was determined based on classroom assignment.
The dependent variable was posttest inattentiveness as measured by detectability scores
of the Conners Kiddie Continuous Performance Test 2nd edition (Canivez & Thorndike, 2017;
Conners, 2015). Detectability, a measure of inattentiveness, is defined as how well the child
discriminates target from non-target stimuli (Conners, 2015). In their model of attention,
Petersen and Posner (2012) note that the third major system of attention is executive control,
including focal attention. Focal attention is defined as the detection of a given
target. Inattentiveness is defined as the consistency with which one is unable to accurately
identify target stimuli when presented (Treviño et al., 2021). This was measured using the
detectability score of the Conners Kiddie Continuous Performance Test 2nd edition, evaluating
the difference between the target and noise, or non-target, distributions, with the greater
difference meaning the better ability to distinguish between target and noise (Conners, 2015).
This was a continuous variable that is reverse-scored, so a higher score represents a lower
performance. The T-scores automatically generated through the computerized assessment were
used for this variable with a possible score ranging from 0 to 90 and having a mean of 50 with a
standard deviation of 10. The covariant was pretest inattentiveness as measured by detectability
scores of the Conners Kiddie Continuous Performance Test 2nd edition prior to the beginning of
treatment. The same definition of inattentiveness was used for the covariant as the dependent
variable.
The study population utilized prekindergarten and kindergarten students enrolled in two
rural north Texas schools during the spring semester of the 2021-2022 academic year. The
participants in this study included student volunteers from the general education classrooms.
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Students with physical disabilities that prohibit them from completing the integration exercises
and those with intellectual disabilities were excluded from this study.
Significance of the Study
The significance of this study is three-fold: to lend support to the theory of structural
cognitive modifiability (Feuerstein, 1990); to deepen the understanding surrounding ADHD
symptoms, especially regarding effective activities that could be utilized in the classroom; and to
encourage additional symptom management research for ADHD. While not studying the brain
directly, this study attempted to adjust the stimuli in the classroom, a key component needed in
Feuerstein’s theory to effect change in an individual, by introducing ATNR integration exercises
to see if differences are evident in the symptoms of individuals, potentially opening the door for
future research studying the actual brain structures in this regard.
This study also aimed to deepen the understanding surrounding ADHD symptoms.
Konicarova and Bob (2013), in their study on the connection between a persisting ATNR and
ADHD symptoms, noted that of the children in the study, all children without ADHD symptoms
showed a fully integrated ATNR, while 88% of children with ADHD symptoms showed
symptoms of a persisting ATNR. In a follow-up study, Bob and colleagues (2021) found that
ADHD symptoms significantly correlated with scores showing a persisting ATNR in girls
(Spearman r = .55, p < .01).
Building on Konicarova and Bob’s 2013 study, Melillo and colleagues (2020) performed
a study with 2,175 students with ADHD to determine if a hemispheric-based training program
would reduce existent primitive reflexes. Upon the conclusion of their study, Melillo and
colleagues postulated that the symptoms of ADHD may be compensatory for persisting primitive
reflexes. Their study, however, looked not only at the ATNR, but also at the Palmar reflex, as
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well, and they included synchronized metronome training in addition to dichotic listening,
physical activity, and academic-cognitive training. This study attempted to focus on one aspect
of Melillo and colleagues’ research, taking a narrow view of the problem to assess if specific
physical activity, meant to integrate the ATNR, impacted ADHD symptoms.
Melillo and colleagues (2020) call for integration of their program into schools, but the
program is three hours a week. Schools already suffer from insufficient instructional time for
core subjects, especially with struggling students (Ogegbo et al., 2019; Yin, 2020), so their
administration may not be willing to devote three additional hours a week to a non-academic
subject. The integration exercises in this study were to be completed in approximately five
minutes a day.
This study also sought to provide much needed insight into the rationale behind why
some physical activity types seem to decrease the symptoms of ADHD and others do not (Den
Heijer et al., 2017). There have been several studies evaluating the effects of various aerobic and
anaerobic exercises on ADHD symptoms (Den Heijer et al., 2017; Hatuel-Czuckermann, 2019;
Lambez et al., 2020; Liang et al., 2021; Suarez-Manzano et al., 2018; Yu et al., 2020). The
overall results of these studies are mixed, creating a dearth of strong scientific evidence. If
ATNR integration exercises demonstrate a positive impact on ADHD symptoms, it could help to
rationalize why physical exercise studies to date have seen mixed results and could encourage
additional research, leading to better management of ADHD symptoms, improving the quality of
life for millions of people (Drechsler et al., 2020), and lessening the burden on society (Chhibber
et al., 2021; Lambez et al., 2020).
Research Question(s)
The research question for this study was:
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RQ: Is there a difference in detectability posttest scores among early childhood students
participating in various activity types (ATNR integration exercises, running exercises, and
sedentary work) when controlling for pretest detectability scores?
Definitions
1. Academic achievement – The broad range of skills needed to succeed in school and
society, including language, mathematical, and thinking (Lindholm-Leary & Borsato,
2006).
2. Adaptability – The ability to cope with changes in the physical environment (Feuerstein,
1990; Moran, 2018).
3. Asymmetric tonic neck reflex – A primitive reflex emerging in utero around 18 weeks
gestation and usually inhibited around four to six months, where the “rotation of the head
to one side elicits extension of the arm and leg on the side to which the head is turned and
retraction of the opposite arm and leg” (Goddard Blythe, 2014, p.12).
4. Asymmetric tonic neck reflex integration exercises – Movements coordinating the
bending of the bilateral arm and leg in succession with a head rotation for a duration of at
least three minutes a day, at least four times a week (Goddard Blythe, 2014).
5. Attention – A cognitive function that includes being vigilant to a given stimuli, and using
executive functions to resolve conflict between stimuli (Treviño et al., 2021).
6. Attention deficit hyperactivity disorder – A neurodevelopmental disorder characterized
by a “persistent pattern of inattention and/or hyperactivity-impulsive that interferes with
functioning or development” (American Psychiatric Association, 2013, section 2.2.10).
7. Basal ganglia – A subcortical structure in the brain that is responsible for purposeful
reaction to environmental and biological cues (Simonyan, 2019).
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8. Cerebellum – A portion of the brain central to coordinating limb movements (Thanawalla
et al., 2020).
9. Clinical interviews – A diagnostic tool used for ADHD that “comprises impairment
assessment, mental state examination, development, family history, comorbidity, and
physical examination” (Razzak et al., 2021, p. e19).
10. Continuous performance test – A clinical test that measures selective attention, sustained
attention, and impulsivity, and is often used to inform the diagnostic process for ADHD
(Berger et al., 2016).
11. Cognition – The processes used to transform, store, and use sensory input (Bayne et al.,
2019).
12. Cognitive load – The amount of cognition that is utilized in one specific learning
situation or task (Seufert, 2018).
13. Cognitive modifiability – An individual’s disposition to learn from new opportunities and
change the structures in their brain (Tzuriel, 2014).
14. Cortical – Items or processes relating to the layers in the cerebral cortex (PalomeroGallagher & Zilles, 2019).
15. Detectability – How well the child discriminates target from non-target stimuli (Conners,
2015).
16. Distractibility – The lack of ability to sustain attention during a given task (Slobodin et
al., 2018).
17. Dopamine – A neurotransmitter that modulates both learning and motivation (Berke,
2018).
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18. Dynamic assessment – A way of assessing, using learning and problem-solving activities,
in which the individual’s cognitive structures are modified during the testing process to
ascertain what interventions are most successful in improving the individual’s
performance (Tzuriel & Samuels, 2000).
19. Early childhood – The stage of life from birth to 8-years-old, including preschoolers and
kindergarteners (Essa & Burnham, 2019).
20. Executive Functions – Problem-solving abilities, including response inhibition, attention,
planning, and self-regulation, which allow an individual to set and achieve a specific goal
(Barkley, 2012).
21. Focal attention – Detection of a given target (Petersen & Posner, 2012).
22. Growth – The augmentation of specific structures or functions (Gesell, 1933).
23. Hyperactivity – A symptom of ADHD characterized by excessive or inappropriate
movement, including movements like fidgeting, tapping, squirming, running, or climbing
(American Psychiatric Association, 2013).
24. Impulsivity – A category of symptoms of ADHD characterized by excessive talking,
having an inability to wait, interrupting, or intruding on others (American Psychiatric
Association, 2013).
25. Inattentiveness – A category of symptoms of ADHD characterized by making careless
mistakes, distractibility, forgetfulness, or difficulty with sustained attention, focus, and
organization (American Psychiatric Association, 2013).
26. Informants – People who can instruct the investigator about activities or behaviors that
are happening in a given setting (Morse, 1991).
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27. Integration – The inhibition of primitive reflexes through the volitional movements
directed through the cerebral cortex (Pecuch et al., 2021).
28. Intelligence – A process regarding the ability of an individual to modify, as needed,
consciously and willingly to a stimulus (Feuerstein, 1990).
29. Learning disability – An unexplainable, intrinsic, neurological disorder inhibiting a
person of average intelligence from acquiring basic academic skills (O’Brien et al.,
2015).
30. Maturation – The intrinsic element of development which is responsible for variabilities
of the life cycle (Gesell, 1933).
31. Mediation – The interpretation and explanation of present and historic reality to an
individual to create cognitive modifiability and learning (Mentis et al., 2008).
32. Metacognition – An ability to think about and understand one’s own thoughts, processes,
and behaviors (Mentis et al., 2008).
33. Motor abilities – An individual’s capacity to control either fine or gross muscle groups
and may include speed, balance, postural stability, or coordination (Lee et al., 2021).
34. Motor deficits – Difficulties with either fine or gross muscular movement that inhibits the
individual from motor milestone achievement and may include speed, balance, postural
stability, or coordination (Lee et al., 2021).
35. Neurodevelopmental – Brain development and function (Parenti et al., 2020).
36. Neuromotor immaturity – A syndrome of immature patterns of motor control, in children
older than 6-months of age, that is characterized by non-integrated primitive reflexes or
lack of postural reflexes and can result in various difficulties, including problems with
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coordination, balance, difficulty in learning, or emotional hypersensitivity (Zielińska &
Goddard Blythe, 2020).
37. Neuroplasticity – The ability of the brain to be modified (Feuerstein, 1990).
38. Norepinephrine – A hormone that helps sensory processing and is connected to
“plasticity enabling adaptive behavior” (Ye et al., 2020, p. 1).
39. Postural reactions – A set of neuromuscular movements that are sequential, fast, and
specific to a situation, which allow an individual to regain balance (Pion et al., 2021).
40. Processing speed – The time it takes an individual to make a decision (Imms et al.,
2021).
41. Prefrontal cortex – A forepart section of the brain, involved in social and emotional
behavior, that is responsible for several cognitive processes, including attention, working
memory, and inhibitory control (Chini & Hanganu-Opatz, 2020).
42. Primitive reflex – Automatic movements present in newborns that support development
and assist the newborn to adjust to living outside the womb (Zielińska & Goddard Blythe,
2020).
43. Running exercises – Locomotive aerobic exercise (Heijnen et al., 2016); for the purpose
of this study, they may be running, jogging, galloping, skipping, or walking.
44. Sedentary work – Work that is completed while sitting (van As et al., 2021); for the
purpose of this study, it will refer to drawing completed at a student’s desk.
45. Stimuli – Objects, events, or ideas in an individual’s environment (Mentis et al., 2008).
46. Social elements – “[A]ll actors present in a learning environment, the roles that they
fulfill, how they are grouped and how tasks are appointed to and divided between
different actors” (Bouw et al., 2019, p. 491).
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47. Subthreshold ADHD – Meeting some, but not all, of the clinical criteria for ADHD
(Zendarski et al., 2020).
48. Sustained attention – When an individual “focuses on and maintains activation for
relevant information while also suppressing irrelevant information” (Macdonald et al.,
2021, p. 438).
49. Structural cognitive modifiability – The ability to change the physiological make-up of
the brain through introduction or modification of stimuli (Feuerstein, 1990).
50. Transcendence – Bridging principles, concepts, and ideas from the time of learning to
other related situations (Mentis et al., 2008).
51. Vestibular – A key system in maintaining balance and stabilizing gaze (Zobeiri et al.,
2021).
52. Working memory – The “cognitive ability that relies on short-term memory and allows
the processing of information that is only temporarily stored” (Chini & Hanganu-Opatz,
2020, p. 240).
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CHAPTER TWO: LITERATURE REVIEW
Overview
A systematic review of the literature was conducted to explore the impact of asymmetric
tonic neck reflex (ATNR) integration exercises on the symptoms of attention deficit
hyperactivity disorder (ADHD), specifically inattentiveness. Chapter Two presents a review of
the current literature related to this study. This study is grounded in Feuerstein’s (1990) theory of
structural cognitive modifiability, noting that the brain is not limited, but can be modified
through intentional social interactions. A synthesis of recent literature regarding ADHD
symptoms and their impact, as well as regarding attributes of a persisting ATNR and its impact
will follow. The chapter continues by examining the literature surrounding the role of physical
exercise in affecting the symptoms of each. The chapter concludes with a summary.
Theoretical Framework
The theoretical framework for this study drew on Reuven Feuerstein’s theory of
structural cognitive modifiability (Feuerstein, 1990; Mentis et al., 2008). This theory recognized
the role neuroplasticity plays in growth (Feuerstein, 1990). For Feuerstein, growth is
accomplished through interaction with positive social elements in the environment. Structural
cognitive modifiability focuses on the ability to use intentional mediation to make physiological
changes to an individual’s brain (Feuerstein, 1990; Mentis et al., 2008).
Structural cognitive modifiability (SCM) is a learning theory which addresses negative
environmental factors through positive mediator interactions, encouraging changes to the
learner’s brain structures (Feuerstein, 1990; Mentis et al., 2008). Feuerstein, an Israeli
psychologist, developed and published SCM (Tzuriel, 2014) in 1990 within a book on classroom
interaction published by the National Education Association (Feuerstein, 1990). While he was
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born in Romania in 1921, he left Europe for Israel during World War II in 1944 (Tzuriel, 2014).
In 1945, he began working with children who survived the Holocaust, and then served as the
director of psychological services of Youth Aliyah. The discrepancies he noted in these groups
of refugee children, between their performances, their propensities, and their potential, inspired
him to begin his work on SCM (Feuerstein, 1990; Mentis et al., 2008; Tzuriel, 2014). He noted
that these differences applied not only to the cognitive sector, but to the whole child (Feuerstein,
1990): their cognitive, physical, emotional, moral or spiritual, creative, and social areas.
SCM grew out of a melding of the ideologies of Jean Piaget’s (1985) cognitive structures
with Lev Vygotsky’s (1978) zone of proximal development, but also drew on ideas from Robert
Sternberg (1985) and Howard Gardner (1983), as well as Feuerstein’s own experiences
(Feuerstein, 1990). Feuerstein, who studied under Piaget at the University of Geneva in the
1960s (Tzuriel, 2014), found Piaget (1985) to be focusing too much on maturation, not
accounting for the theories of Sternberg and Gardner (Feuerstein, 1990). Feuerstein rejected the
idea that intelligence was fixed and that critical periods would naturally limit development
(Feuerstein, 1990; Tzuriel, 2014). Feuerstein constructed SCM, suggesting it was possible to
overcome many traditionally accepted barriers (Tzuriel, 2014).
Using intentional mediator interactions is key (Feuerstein, 1990); a mediator acts as a
filter, changing and adapting the stimuli to allow the individual to gain the most benefit. Unlike
the theory of maturation, which states that maturation is a biologically preestablished process
that is determined by the plan written in the individual’s cells and cannot be trumped by training
(Dalton, 2005; Gesell, 1933), the theory of structural cognitive modifiability claims that the
environment, specifically the work of a mediator, can create positive change, encouraging an
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individual to change the very neuropathways, the brain’s structure, that are determining behavior
and learning (Feuerstein, 1990; Mentis et al., 2008).
Intelligence, according to SCM, is the philosophical and moral process that allows one to
adapt, willingly and consciously, to different phenomena (Feuerstein, 1990). Thus, intelligence is
not an inflexible element, but can change (Feuerstein, 1990; Mentis et al., 2008; Sternberg, 2014;
Tzuriel, 2014), because humans are open systems (Mentis et al., 2008). Even though there are
distal factors that are unchangeable in an individual’s biology and environment, which could
trigger negative proximal factors, mediators, through social interactions, introduce other
proximal factors which counter those negative effects (Feuerstein, 1990). Within SCM, there is
an optimistic view that cognitive change can occur, and this will then change behavior and
emotions, overcoming negative influences of genetic predisposition, physical impairments, and
educational deprivation (Mentis et al., 2008).
In SCM, social learning and interaction is imperative (Feuerstein, 1990). Feuerstein
(1990; 2008) focused on how culturally different groups were able to integrate, using knowledge
previously acquired through social interaction, to adapt to new challenges. He espoused that how
a person behaves and thinks presently, meaning their current cognitive and personality style,
depend on prior mediational experiences of the individual (Feuerstein, 1990). This means that
one can look back and evaluate past experiences, or the lack of social experiences, that have
changed and affected the individual. For educators, this means that children enter the classroom
not as blank slates but as products from their home, social, and previous classroom lives. This
also allows one to be aware of the impact that current mediational interactions could play on
future situations.
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Because individuals are products of their environmental interactions, learning needs to be
taught both through cognitive and metacognitive processes (Feuerstein, 2008; Sternberg, 2014),
focusing on transcendence and the transferability of knowledge (Feuerstein, 1990). The student
will not only learn to react appropriately to the stimuli in the current situation, but they can apply
that reaction to similar stimuli in different situations. Learning becomes an active modification
process, not passive acceptance (Mentis et al., 2008).
At the time that Feuerstein theorized SCM, he simultaneously developed two applicative
systems, which allowed SCM to be actively used with learners (Tzuriel, 2014). The first was the
dynamic assessment of learning potential (DA), and the second was the Feuerstein’s
Instrumental Enrichment (FIE) program. While SCM is now so widely accepted in the
psychological community that it is no longer being actively cited and attributed to Feuerstein
(Sternberg, 2014), the theory’s enduring impact on psychology and education continues to be
seen in the literature through the use of DA and FIE. Lu and Hu (2019) noted the importance of
DA as an unbiased assessment tool for evaluating language learning potential, while Resing and
colleagues (2019) explored computerized DA using a robot. Ricci and colleagues (2020) studied
FIE’s effects on students with ADHD and dyslexia, finding that the program showed effects,
from small to large, in over twenty different measures. Ostrei and colleagues (2020) used FIE on
individuals aged 65 years and older.
Students with ADHD have a lack of adaptability (Benzing et al., 2018; Den Heijer et al.,
2017; Lambez et al., 2020; Liang et al., 2021; Suarez-Manzano et al., 2018), a key component in
the construct of intelligence as understood by Feuerstein (1990). The implication of SCM for this
study, however, is not in the idea that intelligence can be modified, but that the brain structures
themselves can be modified. According to SCM, human brains can be modified at all ages and
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stages of life (Feuerstein, 1990; Mentis et al., 2008). Problems in learning can be due to
insufficient mediation due to internal physiological conditions (Feuerstein, 2008). If learning
problems occur, then modification can occur in one of two ways: either through the introduction
of more stimuli, or the use of a mediator to modify the stimuli through intensity, frequency, or
modality to make them more effective (Feuerstein, 1990). Learning disabilities occur because
people are not modified with the same stimuli. In this study, students with ADHD symptoms are
in conflict in the classroom, because the stimuli they were receiving was ineffective and needed
to be modified, either by a mediator or through the introduction of more stimuli. Theoretically
one could, through a mediator, adjust the stimuli using ATNR integration exercises in such a
way in order to modify the neurocognitive structure of an individual in one situation. Then the
individual could use that structural modification, along with metacognition, to adjust stimuli in
other situations. This theory, however, has not been thoroughly tested with students with ADHD
symptoms, especially in regard to ATNR integration exercises.
The use of mediation to modify an environment that keeps organisms from realizing their
potential helps to encourage neuroplasticity (Feuerstein, 1990). Neuroplasticity is the ability of
the brain to be modified. It is the ability for an individual’s brain and central nervous system to
constantly alter the nerves and pathways that carry the electrical impulses through the body
(Merriam-Webster, n.d.). Feuerstein focused on active modification for improvement, despite
genes and biological factors that may otherwise limit development (Mentis et al., 2008).
Neuroplasticity of the central nervous system is reflected in the behavioral change of an
individual (Sandroff et al., 2020). With the use of different technologies, it is confirmed that
people are not all modified with the same stimuli (Feuerstein, 1990). Because the depth of
stimuli needed for neuroplasticity is unique to an individual, this study sought to explore how
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much stimuli was needed—specifically whether one month of ATNR integration exercises was
sufficient for students to modify their brains and lessen inattention symptoms of ADHD.
Related Literature
To advance the knowledge of the symptoms of attention deficit hyperactivity disorder
(ADHD), it is important to understand the literature surrounding the phenomenon and make
connections outside of the mainstream research. It is imperative to understand the phenomenon
of ADHD, how it manifests in individuals, the procedures used to identify the disorder, the
impact it has on society, and common treatment options that are currently in use. Understanding
ADHD is not enough. If one is to effect change by advancing the area of knowledge, one needs
to look outside of what is already happening within the mainstream realm of the disorder itself,
to notice similarities between ADHD and other biological factors that may shed new light on the
disorder. As a result, this study also explored the asymmetric tonic neck reflex, its attributes and
impact, noting that physical exercise could be a bridge that connected these two events.
Attention Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder (ADHD)
ADHD is a complex disorder, diagnosed primarily through behavioral rating scales
(Razzak et al., 2021) and clinical interviews (Drechsler et al., 2020). It impacts not only the lives
of those who are diagnosed, but also the lives of those with symptoms below the diagnostic
threshold (Kirova et al., 2019; Staff et al., 2021; Zendarski et al., 2020), including the whole of
society (Lambez et al., 2020). According to the American Psychiatric Association (2013),
ADHD is a neurodevelopmental disorder, meaning that the symptoms onset during a specific
developmental period. ADHD is characterized by a “persistent pattern of inattention and/or
hyperactivity-impulsivity that interferes with functioning or development” (American Psychiatric
Association, 2013, section 2.2.10). According to Hatuel-Czuckermann (2019), however, there
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are some researchers who now believe that ADHD is not its own specific condition, but rather a
category of symptoms that encompass several different conditions, each needing its own separate
treatment. Montagna and colleagues (2020) concur, expressing that there may be multiple
pathways to ADHD. Without identification of these conditions and their treatments, afflicted
individuals will continue to suffer throughout their lifetime.
First documented in 1839 through a nursery rhyme entitled “Fidgety Phil” (HatuelCzuckermann, 2019), ADHD is now considered the most common neurodevelopmental disorder
in children (Den Heijer et al., 2017; Fairest et al., 2019; Suarez-Manzano et al., 2018; Taylor et
al., 2004; Yu et al., 2020). With a male-to-female community ratio of approximately 3:1
(Benzing et al., 2018; Lambez et al., 2020; Suarez-Manzano et al., 2018), it is estimated that
between 5.9-7.1% of all children and adolescents worldwide are affected by ADHD (Lambez et
al., 2020; Liang et al., 2021; Pila-Nemutandani et al., 2018; Razzak et al., 2021; Suarez-Manzano
et al., 2018; Yu et al., 2020). This means approximately 26 million youth have been diagnosed
with ADHD worldwide (Fairest et al., 2019). This is a staggering number, considering Chhibber
and colleagues (2021), in their systematic review, found the economic impact of ADHD will
range from $831.38 to approximately $20,538 USD per person. It is the duty of the education
system to discover how to help these youth, improving their lives and lowering the economic
impact for all.
Symptoms
The primary symptoms of ADHD are behavioral and, according to the American
Psychiatric Association (2013), fall into two general categories: inattentiveness, and
hyperactivity and impulsivity. Inattentiveness is, by nature, a more difficult symptom of ADHD
to recognize than hyperactivity and impulsivity (Maeder et al., 2021; Montagna et al., 2020), in
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part due to the multi-faceted nature of attention (Luo & Maunsell, 2019). While hyperactivity
and impulsivity are characterized through external, observable behaviors, like fidgeting, moving
out of one’s seat, or interrupting, inattentiveness is characterized by making careless mistakes,
distractibility, forgetfulness, or difficulty with sustained attention, focus, and organization
(American Psychiatric Association, 2013). Attention is a crucial requirement for school learning
(Goddard Blythe et al., 2021; Montagna et al., 2020). De Zeeuw and colleagues (2017) found
that the symptoms themselves, whether part of full diagnostic ADHD or subthreshold, had a
causal effect on educational achievement with more severe symptoms showing lower
achievement. Based on their findings, if one of the symptoms of ADHD could be mitigated,
students could have an improved chance of higher academic achievement whether they have full
diagnostic ADHD or only symptoms.
Within the two general symptomatic categories, individuals may also have difficulty with
organization (Benzing et al., 2018), sustained attention (Feuerstein, 1990; Pila-Nemutandani et
al., 2018; Taylor, 2004), impaired inhibition (Benzing et al., 2018; Den Heijer et al., 2017; Yu et
al., 2020), self-restraint (Pila-Nemutandani et al., 2018), and distractibility (Pila-Nemutandani et
al., 2018; Taylor, 2004). They may often fidget or be unable to sit still for extended periods of
time (Pila-Nemutandani et al., 2018). Often, these symptoms can overlap with defiant
opposition/negative disorder, conduct disorder, and anxiety disorders (Suarez-Manzano et al.,
2018).
Behavioral issues, however, are not the sole symptoms of ADHD. Many with ADHD also
experience cognition deficits, as well (Suarez-Manzano et al., 2018). These deficits are often
associated with lower executive functions, resulting in a lack of goal-oriented thinking,
adaptability, and flexible thinking (Benzing et al., 2018; Den Heijer et al., 2017; Lambez et al.,
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2020; Liang et al., 2021; Suarez-Manzano et al., 2018). According to the theoretical framework
above, adaptability is critical to both learning and intelligence (Feuerstein, 1990), so students
with ADHD often are suffering academically because of these deficits. Lower executive
functions will also affect the ability for an individual to switch between mental tasks (Benzing et
al., 2018), as well as working memory (Benzing et al., 2018; Liang et al., 2021), problem-solving
skills (Liang et al., 2021), planning behavior (Den Heijer et al., 2017), and cognitive processing
speed (Lambez et al., 2020). Often these symptoms manifest in a social impairment (Liang et al.,
2021), a learning disability (Suarez-Manzano et al., 2018), or simply low academic achievement
(Liang et al., 2021).
Studies have also found potential differences in the structure of the brain. According to
brain imaging, people with ADHD have a decreased volume in the basal ganglia, compared to
typically developed peers (Benzing et al., 2018; Mizuno et al., 2019). They also have differences
in the prefrontal cortex, as measured by prefrontal cortex activity (Benzing et al., 2018; Lambez
et al., 2020). Chemical studies have found decreased levels of dopamine (Benzing et al., 2018;
Suarez-Manzano et al., 2018) and norepinephrine (Benzing et al., 2018).
Motor deficits mimicking symptoms of Developmental Coordination Disorder have also
been connected to ADHD (Pila-Nemutandani et al., 2018; Taylor et al., 2020). Taylor and
colleagues (2020) stated that students with Developmental Coordination Disorder are at a higher
risk for ADHD. Pila-Nemutandani and colleagues (2018), in their study of 160 non-medicated
children, half of whom had ADHD, found that children with ADHD showed motor deficits in
fine and gross motor, performance speed on certain movement sequences, accuracy of
movement, inhibition of unintentional movements, and lower limb control. Surprisingly, balance
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in these individuals seemed unaffected. They concluded that there was often a symptom overlap
between ADHD and Developmental Coordination Disorder.
Looking at the list of symptoms, it seems to be apparent that ADHD has a profound
impact on the lives of individuals. The impact appears to create a ripple effect that is felt by all
members of society. Instead of simply treating the symptoms, more research is needed to explore
the root cause or causes of this disorder, so that those causes may be addressed.
Subthreshold ADHD
While there is currently no diagnostic validity to subthreshold ADHD (Lecendreux et al.,
2019), several studies have looked at the impact that subsyndromal ADHD has on individuals
(Biederman et al., 2018; Lecendreux et al., 2019; Lee & Lee, 2020; Staff et al., 2021; Zendarski
et al., 2020). Because there is no diagnostic definition for subthreshold ADHD, studies have a
wide gamut of operating definitions, ranging from a general definition of meeting some but not
all the clinical criteria for ADHD (Zendarski et al., 2020), to a narrow definition of either a later
age of onset, or at least four but less than six symptoms in a subtype (Biederman et al., 2018).
Regardless of the definition, ADHD is a dimensional syndrome with symptoms on a continuum
rather than a dichotomous condition (Kita & Inoue, 2017; Lecendreux et al., 2019; Lee & Lee,
2020).
Current prevalence estimates rate subthreshold cases more prevalent than full syndrome
cases (Dogru et al., 2021). Prevalence rates are found to be between 11-18% in school-aged
children (Dogru et al., 2021; Lecendreux et al., 2019; Staff et al., 2021; Zendarski et al., 2020).
Montagna and colleagues (2020) found elevated levels of subthreshold ADHD inattentive type in
32.7% of preschool-aged children who were born before 33 weeks of gestation. The increase in
subthreshold ADHD is possibly due to the subjective nature of the ADHD diagnostic procedures
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with an increased rating of symptoms by parents, or it could be due to better symptom
recognition due to increased knowledge (Rydell et al., 2018). Unlike full syndrome ADHD,
subthreshold ADHD is more prevalent in females than males (Biederman et al., 2018).
Individuals with subthreshold ADHD are typically from higher socioeconomic status than those
with full ADHD.
Individuals with subthreshold ADHD show similar impairments as those with full ADHD
(Biederman et al., 2018; Staff et al., 2021; Zendarski et al., 2020). Biederman and colleagues
(2018) found no significant difference in social functioning between subthreshold and full
ADHD groups. Both groups had similarly elevated rates of emotional dysregulation. Higher
inattentive ADHD symptom scores are associated with lower intelligence quotient (IQ) scores
(Biederman et al., 2018; Montagna et al., 2020), although there does not appear to be a
significant difference between those with only subthreshold ADHD and full ADHD (Biederman
et al., 2018). There does appear to be a significant difference, however, in processing speed and
memory, with individuals who exhibit only subthreshold ADHD having more severe
impairments in these areas than groups of full ADHD and healthy controls (Kirova et al., 2019).
Subthreshold ADHD seems to incur similar outcomes as full syndrome ADHD, both in
academic areas, such as math and reading, as well as non-academic areas, like student
engagement and peer victimization (Kita & Inoue, 2017; Lee & Lee, 2020; Zendarski et al.,
2020). Both groups are more likely to have comorbid psychiatric disorders (Kirova et al., 2019;
Montagna et al., 2020; Rydell et al., 2018), although individuals with subthreshold ADHD are
more likely to suffer from internalizing disorders such as anxiety and depression, whereas
individuals with diagnosed ADHD are more likely to suffer from externalizing disorders, like
disruptive behaviors and language disorders (Kirova et al., 2019). Both groups are more likely to
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need extra help in school (Kirova et al., 2019; Lecendreux et al., 2019), have lower academic
achievement (Dogru et al., 2021; Kirova et al., 2019; Rydell et al., 2018), be placed in special
classes, and ultimately have a lower earned income (Kirova et al., 2019), leading to an increase
in financial problems (Rydell et al., 2018). Both subthreshold ADHD and full ADHD are
predictive of social and emotional problems (Staff et al., 2021). Individuals with subthreshold
ADHD are likely to have poorer relationships with friends and family, as well as lower selfesteem (Dogru et al., 2021). Subthreshold ADHD is also associated with criminality (Kirova et
al., 2019; Rydell et al., 2018), substance abuse, and young parenthood (Kirova et al., 2019).
Impairments are strongly associated with the symptoms of ADHD and are not dependent upon
those symptoms being above the diagnostic threshold.
Zendarski and colleagues (2020) noted that “regardless of whether a child reaches the
diagnostic threshold, ADHD symptoms have the potential to impact children’s achievement and
performance in school” (p. 10). Montagna and colleagues (2020) studied ADHD symptomology
in an undiagnosed preschool population of children born before 33 weeks of gestation and found
sufficient inattentive ADHD symptomology to call for early screenings and interventions to
improve attention problems. It is imperative that researchers identify potential interventions
which may help alleviate symptoms in children with subthreshold ADHD to potentially mitigate
full onset of ADHD (Dogru et al., 2021; Kirova et al., 2019; Lee & Lee, 2020).
This study utilizes the general population. Many children who meet ADHD criteria
remain unrecognized (Zendarski et al., 2020) due to the difficulty in recognizing inattentiveness
(Maeder et al., 2021; Montagna et al., 2020). Even without meeting the criteria threshold,
children, regardless of referral status, may still suffer effects of ADHD symptomology (Kirova et
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al., 2019). Because of this, the general population was utilized instead of selecting a population
that has been identified with ADHD above the threshold.
Diagnostic Procedures
It is important to understand diagnostic procedures, so that one may understand how the
root cause, or causes, of ADHD may be found. According to the fifth edition of the American
Psychiatric Association’s Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders (2013), an
individual under 17 years old needs to exhibit six or more culturally appropriate symptoms in at
least one of the given subtypes, with five or more being required if the individual is 17 or older.
These symptoms must persist for at least six months and interfere with at least two or more
settings in social or academic/occupational work. Additionally, several of the symptoms are
required to be present before the individual is 12 years old.
In the United States, diagnosis is usually performed by a mental health professional, such
as a physician or psychologist (Razzak et al., 2021). The protocol includes psychiatric interviews
for the parents, patient, school, and informants (Lambez et al., 2020; Razzak et al., 2021). In
addition, behavior rating scales (Razzak et al., 2021), completed by the parent and teacher or
self-reported for adults, are also used (Lambez et al., 2020). These interviews and behavior rating
scales are often highly subjective, leaning on the opinion of the rater to establish the frequency of
event occurrence. Objective means, including lab tests, like those to measure thyroid or blood
lead levels, and electroencephalograms (EEGs) are not routinely recommended (Razzak et al.,
2021), although they are sometimes used to compare between clinical and non-clinical cases for
research purposes (Lambez et al., 2020). While computer tests like the Conner’s Continuous
Performance Test or the Test of Variables of Attention and other objective means could be used,
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most diagnoses are made solely on behavioral observations of parents and teachers (Lambez et
al., 2020).
When looking for a diagnosis, it is important that the symptoms cannot be explained by
another mental disorder (American Psychiatric Association, 2013). While this is important, a
review of the literature reveals that few diagnostic procedures are used to eliminate other
conditions outside of relying on subjective reporting. ADHD diagnoses are frequent, in part,
because they are used as a catch-all for cases that do not readily fit into other diagnostic
categories (Lambez et al., 2020; Rydell et al., 2018). This would allow the medical professional
to proceed with treatment of the symptoms without finding the root cause of the issue.
The reader should note that there is minimal discussion about primitive reflex assessment
within the literature regarding the diagnosis of ADHD. Primitive reflex assessments are neither
encouraged nor discouraged. There appears to be a gap in the literature regarding the assessment
of persisting primitive reflexes in regard to the diagnosis of ADHD, neither to confirm
comorbidity nor rule it out as a possible alternative cause for the symptoms.
Impact
Discovering a treatment that addresses the cause of ADHD should be a priority for
educational research, due to the severe impact the literature shows that ADHD has on
individuals, families, and several systems in society. As previously discussed, ADHD creates an
economic burden (Chhibber et al., 2021; Liang et al., 2021). It also impacts the healthcare
system. Over 50% of referrals to childhood mental health clinics are for diagnosis and treatment
of ADHD (Lambez et al., 2020). Individuals may deal with side effects of medication (Fairest et
al., 2019; Lambez et al., 2020), including insomnia, loss of appetite, headaches (Lambez et al.,
2020), other sleeping problems, or motor abnormalities (Liang et al., 2021).
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There is a demonstrated impact on the social care and criminal justice systems.
Individuals with ADHD suffer from interpersonal problems (Biederman et al., 2018; Dogru et
al., 2021; Lambez et al., 2020; Staff et al., 2021), higher divorce rates than their peers (Liang et
al., 2021), and an increase in mental illness (Lambez et al., 2020; Liang et al., 2021;). There is
also a higher rate of delinquency among individuals with ADHD (Kirova et al., 2019; Lambez et
al., 2020; Liang et al., 2021). These issues can create a social burden for the family and friends
of the individual with ADHD (Benzing et al., 2018; Lambez et al., 2020; Liang et al., 2021).
It is not just society and the family that are impacted. On an individual level, the child
with ADHD not only deals with social issues but is at a significant risk for educational failure
(Dogru et al., 2021; Kirova et al., 2019; Lambez et al., 2020; Lecendreux et al., 2019). Because
ADHD persists into adulthood (Benzing et al., 2018; Den Heijer et al., 2017; Lambez et al.,
2020), the individual will likely suffer work-related impairments (Benzing et al., 2018; Rydell et
al., 2018) and lower earned income (Kirova et al., 2019). It is understandable that families are
seeking treatment options to help mitigate these impacts, improving the quality of life for the
individual, as well as the individual’s family, which would lead to the positive benefits of
successful treatment rippling outward to society.
Current Treatment Options
Treatment of ADHD is usually aimed at addressing behavioral manifestations of the
disorder (Lambez et al., 2020). For the alleviation of unwanted behavioral symptoms associated
with ADHD, stimulant medication is often the first line of treatment (Lambez et al., 2020;
Suarez-Manzano et al., 2018; Yu et al., 2020). A systematic review performed by Khan and
Aslani (2020) of studies researching adherence rates, however, demonstrated that often
adherence was less than 80%, meaning that at least 20% of individuals failed to meet adequate
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levels of adherence. Lack of adherence may be due to many different factors. This line of
treatment has several concerns, including adverse effects, high costs, and failure to normalize
recipients over time (Yu et al., 2020). Suarez-Manzano and colleagues (2018) noted that not only
do some suffer secondary effects from the medication, but it is less effective for symptoms
regarding social skills and executive functions. According to Zendarski and colleagues (2020),
medication used during childhood does not vastly improve educational outcomes.
Because of this, much of the current literature is devoted to the exploration and
effectiveness of non-pharmaceutical treatments. Non-pharmaceutical treatments include behavior
therapies, educational therapies, and dietary interventions (Fairest et al., 2019; Lambez et al.,
2020), as well as academic interventions, meditation interventions (Lambez et al., 2020), family
counseling, and nutritional interventions (Fairest et al., 2019), such as Korean red ginseng and
Omega-3 (Lee & Lee, 2020). Psychosocial interventions, like some types of behavior therapies,
meditation interventions, or family counseling, have not been found to be as effective for basic
symptoms, but they have been shown to be more effective for oppositional and defiant behavior
(Suarez-Manzano et al., 2018). The benefits of these interventions, however, decrease rapidly
after the intervention ceases.
In recent years, attention has turned toward physical activity as an effective treatment
option for ADHD symptoms (Den Heijer et al., 2017; Lambez et al., 2020; Liang et al., 2021;
Suarez-Manzano et al., 2018; Yu et al., 2020). Not all physical activity, however, seems to be
effective in mitigating symptoms of ADHD (Suarez-Manzano et al., 2018). While there have
been meta-analyses (Lambez et al., 2020; Liang et al., 2021) and systematic literature reviews
(Den Heijer et al., 2017; Suarez-Manzano et al., 2018) looking at the effects of physical activity
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in general, this researcher could find minimal publications which evaluated the physical
activities’ effects on ADHD symptoms in relation to how well it may have integrated the ATNR.
One of the promising preventative therapies using physical activity is sensory integration
(Dogru et al., 2021). According to Dogru and colleagues, inattention problems may be
ameliorated with sensory integration intervention, although it does not appear to have the same
results for hyperactivity. The researchers identified rater bias as a potential variable that could
account for the discrepancy. The fact that the sensory integration therapy described by these
authors included activities which could potentially integrate a persisting ATNR, specifically
some of the proprioceptive and vestibular activities, lends support to the need to investigate how
ATNR integration exercises impact inattentiveness.
Asymmetric Tonic Neck Reflex (ATNR)
The ATNR is a primitive reflex, emerging in utero (Bilbilaj et al., 2017; Goddard Blythe,
2014; Melillo et al., 2020; Wagh et al., 2019) around 18 weeks gestation (Gieysztor, Choińska,
& Paprocka-Borowicz, 2018; Goddard Blythe, 2014). It was first documented in 1938 by Arnold
Gesell (Kelly, 1987), a United States physician and psychologist (Pasamanick, 1960). Through
cinematography, Gesell was able to document a sufficient number of participants to establish the
universal presence of the ATNR in human infants (Kelly, 1987). At the time, there was no clear
agreement on when, or even if, the primitive reflex disappeared. There is still no definitive
timeline, with suggestions ranging from three months (Bob et al., 2021; Gieysztor, Choińska, &
Paprocka-Borowicz, 2018), to six months (Matuszkiewicz & Galkowski, 2021), to eight or nine
months (Gieysztor, Sadowska, et al., 2018; Gieysztor, Choińska, & Paprocka-Borowicz, 2018).
A mildly persistent ATNR has been found to be present in healthy adults, who do not have any
obvious difficulties, leading some researchers to view the ATNR on a continuum (Taylor et al.,
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2020). Some researchers, however, believe that in typical development the ATNR is naturally
suppressed when the individual is conscious, as postural reactions and muscle tone develop
(Chandradasa & Rathnayake, 2020; Goddard Blythe et al., 2021). It is unclear, however, whether
the reflex is simply suppressed and kept under cognitive control by the postural reactions, or if it
disappears forever (Lange-Küttner, 2018).
The ATNR, a natural reaction before integration (Gieysztor, Choińska, & PaprockaBorowicz, 2018), is a sign of neuromotor immaturity indicating underdeveloped functioning of
the central nervous system (Bilbilaj et al., 2017; Goddard Blythe, 2014; Melillo et al., 2020;
Wagh et al., 2019). As with all primitive reflexes, the ATNR is an “automatic stereotyped
reaction to specific stimuli” (Goddard Blythe et al., 2021, p. 2), a contraction of specific muscles.
It is a tonic reflex, meaning that the change in the muscles that control the head relates to a
change in tone of another part of the body (Matuszkiewicz & Galkowski, 2021). Involving
involuntary movements that respond to specific stimuli with no cortical involvement (Bilbilaj et
al., 2017), the ATNR is an automatic movement (Chandradasa & Rathnayake, 2020; Wagh et al.,
2019) of the arms and legs in response to the rotation of the head (Bilbilaj et al., 2017; Gieysztor
et al., 2020; Goddard Blythe, 2014). The “rotation of the head to one side elicits extension of the
arm and leg on the side to which the head is turned and retraction of the opposite arm and leg”
(Goddard Blythe, 2014, p. 12); on whichever side the jaw is turned, the limbs will extend, while
the limbs on the side of the occipital bone flex (Matuszkiewicz & Galkowski, 2021). It is
postulated that the ATNR helps train hand-eye coordination (Chandradasa & Rathnayake, 2020;
Goddard Blythe, 2014) and has been theoretically linked to attentional control (Lange-Küttner,
2018).
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Attributes
Since the ATNR is dependent on head rotation, there is a left and a right side (Gieysztor
et al., 2020; Melillo et al., 2020); the left ATNR is more frequently retained (Gieysztor et al.,
2020). According to a correlational study completed by Feldhacker and colleagues (2021), the
right and the left ATNR were two of the three most common persisting primitive reflexes (84.9%
and 73.6% respectively) in their sample population of 53 typically developing students, aged 5 to
7 years old. In their study, there was a statistically significant difference in a persisting right
ATNR in males (90.3%) compared to females (77.3%) (p = .014).
Because the ATNR elicits movement of the limbs, and the movement can be a range of
motion from completely flexed to fully extended, ATNR retention is seen on a spectrum (Bob et
al., 2021; Gieysztor, Sadowska, et al., 2018). The more the reflex is persisting, the more
extension and flexion will occur (Gieysztor et al., 2020). The ATNR needs practiced motor
control and adaptation for progression toward postural movements to occur (Andrich et al., 2018;
Gieysztor et al., 2020; Lange-Küttner, 2018).
In the literature, there is a profound connection between visual deficits and ATNR
retention. Andrich and colleagues (2018) showed a statistically significant correlation between
visual skill deficits and a retained ATNR, with 57.1% of cases having both. The ATNR also is
connected to difficulty crossing the visual midline (Andrich et al., 2018; Bilbilaj et al., 2017;
Chandradasa & Rathnayake, 2020; Hickey & Feldhacker, 2021), poor eye tracking (Andrich et
al., 2018; Chandradasa & Rathnayake, 2020; Hickey & Feldhacker, 2021), and convergence
insufficiency (Bilbilaj et al., 2017). Individuals with a persisting ATNR may also fail to attend to
the left side of their spatial field, especially under a cognitive load (Lange-Küttner, 2018). These
difficulties with the visual field could support Lange-Küttner’s idea of a link to attention control,
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because if the stimulus is failing to register cognitively, there is little ability for the individual to
give attention to it.
Diagnostic Procedures
To assess the retention of the ATNR, professionals usually use the Schilder Test (Bob et
al., 2021). This test, according to Bob and colleagues, Goddard Blythe (2014), and McPhillips
and colleagues (2000), requires the examiner to stand behind the subject, asking the subject to
stand with arms extended in front of them, level with their shoulders. The subject’s elbows
should be straight but not locked, and the wrists should be bent downward, allowing the hands to
dangle in a relaxed posture. The examiner asks the subject to close their eyes. The examiner
notifies them that the examiner will rotate their head, but that the subject should attempt to keep
their arms extended in front as they are. With one hand on each side of the subject’s head, the
examiner gently rotates the head, without tipping, so that the chin and jaw line are over one
shoulder. The examiner then pauses in this position for 10 seconds, noting any movement of the
arms, wrists, or shoulders in the direction of the head rotation, or flexion, showing an attempt to
stop movement in that direction, as well as swaying or loss of balance. The examiner proceeds
by rotating the subject’s head back to the midline, pausing for 10 seconds, and rotating in the
opposite direction so that the chin is over the other shoulder, pausing for 10 seconds before
returning to the midline. This pattern is repeated four times. Scoring for the Schilder Test is rated
on a four-point scale with a score of 0 meaning no movement, 1 meaning up to 20 degrees of arm
movement, 2 meaning up to 45 degrees of arm movement or dropping of the arms, and 3
meaning greater than 45 degrees, swaying or loss of balance.
Goddard Blythe (2014) proposed a similar test for examiners to test younger children.
Unlike the Schilder Test, this test assesses the subject using a quadruped position
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(Matuszkiewicz & Galkowski, 2021), where the legs are flexed to 90 degrees (Gieysztor,
Sadowska, et al., 2018). The examiner kneels in front of the subject, who is on their hands and
knees (Matuszkiewicz & Galkowski, 2021). Similar to the Schilder Test, the subject should close
their eyes while the examiner rotates their head, without tilting so that their chin is in line with
their shoulder. The examiner pauses for 5 seconds before moving the head back to the midline,
pausing, and moving to the opposite side (Gieysztor, Sadowska, et al., 2018). The process is
repeated three (Matuszkiewicz & Galkowski, 2021) or four (Gieysztor, Choińska, & PaprockaBorowicz, 2018; Gieysztor, Sadowska, et al., 2018) times, while the examiner notes any
movement in the same-side shoulder or hip, or deflection of the opposite side (Matuszkiewicz &
Galkowski, 2021). The reflex is measured on a 5-point rating scale, 0-4, with the higher score
indicating a lower degree of primitive reflex integration (Gieysztor, Sadowska, et al., 2018).
Impact
Researchers do not agree about the pathological impact and significance of a persisting
ATNR (Melillo et al., 2020), in part because the small sample sizes of previous studies (Goddard
Blythe et al., 2021). Because of the attributes of the reflex itself, some argue that it can be
lifelong and, in adults, may affect balance and the vestibular system, especially when the head is
turned (Goddard Blythe, 2014). Research has shown that retention of the ATNR can interfere
with development of motor abilities (Bilbilaj et al., 2017; Bob et al., 2021; Wagh et al., 2019),
ability to cross the midline (Gieysztor, Choińska, & Paprocka-Borowicz, 2018; Goddard Blythe,
2014), lateral eye movement, and hand-eye coordination (Bilbilaj et al., 2017; Goddard Blythe,
2014; Wagh et al., 2019), leading to the conclusion that it needs to be integrated to allow for
development of natural motor action (Wagh et al., 2019).
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The literature shows there is a strong connection between motor abilities and the ATNR.
Primitive reflexes affect the cerebellum (Matuszkiewicz & Galkowski, 2021), which is the
portion of the brain responsible for coordinating limb movements (Thanawalla et al., 2020).
Gieysztor and colleagues (2020) found that children with a persisting ATNR showed delays or
deficits in large and small motor skills, including an asymmetric gait. Because of these delays,
balance is also affected (Bilbilaj et al., 2017; Bob et al., 2021; Wagh et al., 2019). Children with
a persisting ATNR can have difficulties with motor activities that require the coordination of arm
and leg movement together with balance, like riding a bike (Gieysztor et al., 2020).
Children struggling with integration of the ATNR may also show difficulties in academic
areas (Melillo et al., 2020; see also Bilbilaj et al., 2017; Feldhacker et al., 2021; Gieysztor,
Choińska, & Paprocka-Borowicz, 2018). In their correlational study, Feldhacker and colleagues
(2021) noted that, for their sample (n = 53), the right ATNR significantly correlated with a
moderately strong correlation to poorer academic performance in reading skills, math skills,
writing, and spelling. A retained ATNR has also been connected to developmental delays
(Melillo et al., 2020) and learning difficulties (Melillo et al., 2020; see also Bilbilaj et al., 2017;
Gieysztor et al., 2020). Specific reading difficulties, like dyslexia, have also been connected to
the retention of the ATNR (Bilbilaj et al., 2017; Chandradasa & Rathnayake, 2020; Goddard
Blythe, 2014; Melillo et al., 2020).
Reading is not the only subject with which a child having a persisting ATNR may
struggle. The muscle control associated with the ATNR will affect writing grip and control
(Gieysztor et al., 2020; Goddard Blythe, 2014; Melillo et al., 2020), as well as writing posture
(Bilbilaj et al., 2017; Gieysztor et al., 2020). This could manifest in children with poor
handwriting skills and illegible penmanship. Mathematical achievement may also be affected
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(Feldhacker et al., 2021; Taylor et al., 2004). In their study of 109 elementary boys, Taylor and
colleagues (2004) found a significant relationship between the ATNR and academic achievement
in mathematics.
Children must learn good control of movement before they can learn control of nonmovement, like attention (Andrich et al., 2018). Several articles show a connection between
attention deficit hyperactivity disorder and the ATNR (Bilbilaj et al., 2017; Fairest et al., 2019;
Goddard Blythe, 2014; Konicarova & Bob, 2013). The generalizability of many of these studies,
however, is questionable, due to their small sample size. Bilbilaj and colleagues (2017), for
example, found 100% of the students with learning difficulties had at least a 50% retention in
their ATNR, including both ADHD students. The sample size for their quantitative study,
however, consisted only of 14 participants: 12 boys and two girls. Hickey and Feldhacker (2021)
noted that persisting primitive reflexes may result in various ADHD symptomology. While they
found statistically significant differences between genders, with males scoring higher on
inattention, their correlational study only involved 27 participants and used a subjective
instrument that, while valid for screening attention, may allow for rater bias to influence the
outcome of the study.
Treatment Options
The primary treatment to inhibit primitive reflexes is motor intervention programs
(Matuszkiewicz & Galkowski, 2021). These include specific movement patterns done in
repetition (Bob et al., 2021; McPhillips, 2000), where the movements are stereotypical of
neonatal movements (Bob et al., 2021). The idea is to strengthen the neural connections because
“the neural connections will not fully perform their functions due to their weakness”
(Grzywniak, 2017, p. 242).
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Dr. P. Blythe and his wife, Dr. S. Goddard Blythe, developed a plan that uses 24
exercises encouraging motor development, which progress from head down and from the core
outward (Grzywniak, 2017). The exercises are simple movements that are to be performed
slowly, at least five times a week and in a series of five to six repetitions. The length of this
program is at least nine months for the total series, including seven different reflexes with a
culmination aimed at developing lateralization at the conclusion of the time.
One of the seminal works for this study was completed by McPhillips and colleagues
(2000). In their study, they used a 10-minute sequence of movements that the treatment group
was to perform every evening at home. The treatment for this study lasted 12 months, with
participants completing a series of movements aimed at integrating a series of four different
reflexes. While all the movement exercises are not described, they do detail one of the ATNR
exercises, which included having the participant rotate their head with their eyes closed while
extending and flexing their arm. This study demonstrated improvement in ATNR integration for
those in the treatment group.
The Connection Between ADHD and ATNR
Although few studies have been performed evaluating the relation between ADHD
symptoms and the ATNR, those that have been conducted consistently show a connection
between the two variables. Fairest and colleagues (2019) performed a single case evaluation of a
girl with ADHD symptoms and a persisting ATNR. Through chiropractic care, they were able to
integrate her ATNR and had the symptoms of ADHD diminished. The authors, however, did not
specifically address this connection, mentioning it as two unrelated events connected only
through the treatment of chiropractic care. Taylor and colleagues (2004) found that the ATNR is
associated with poor eye tracking and difficulty crossing the visual midline, which could result in
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students with ADHD having difficulty learning to read, difficulty telling time, and left-right
confusion. The Institute for Neuro Physiological Psychology (INPP) has had consistent
improvement of the symptoms relating to the motor aspects of ADHD, when following their
primitive reflex integration program (Goddard Blythe, 2014). Konicarova and Bob (2013), along
with Melillo and colleagues (2020), all postulated that symptoms of ADHD may be
compensatory for persisting primitive reflexes, upon noting that a persisting ATNR is connected
to ADHD. Bob and colleagues (2021) even discovered a significant positive correlation between
ADHD symptoms and persistence of the ATNR in girls.
One of the seminal works for this study was conducted by Konicarova and Bob (2013).
They specifically studied the connection between a persisting ATNR and ADHD symptoms.
They tested a total of 90 children between the ages of 8 and 11 years old. Sixty of those children
had been diagnosed with ADHD and 30 had not. They found that ATNR scores, meaning how
persisting the reflex presented due to the muscular contractions as the head was rotated,
significantly correlated with ADHD symptoms (r = 0.59, p < 0.01). Several subscales of ADHD
symptoms also correlated, including “conduct problems (r = 0.34, p <0.01); anxiety (r = 0.39, p
< 0.01); impulsivity–hyperactivity (r = 0.52, p < 0.01); learning problems (r = 0.35, p < 0.01);
perfectionism (r = 0.39, p < 0.01); and muscular tension (r = 0.34, p < 0.01)” (Konicarova &
Bob, 2013, p. 767). They then used multiple linear regression to analyze the statistically
significant relationship of ATNR scores to the correlated ADHD symptoms. Of the children in
the study, all 30 children without ADHD symptoms showed fully integrated ATNR, however, 53
children with ADHD symptoms showed persisting ATNR. Only seven children with ADHD
symptoms showed a fully integrated ATNR.
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Building on this study, Bob and colleagues (2021) looked for a correlation between
ADHD symptoms, as measured by the total score of the Conner’s Parent Symptom
Questionnaire, and persisting primitive reflexes, specifically the ATNR and the symmetrical
tonic neck reflex (STNR). Their sample consisted of 80 children, 40 girls and 40 boys,
diagnosed with ADHD who had not previously received or taken medication, and 60 children, 30
girls and 30 boys, who did not have ADHD and were used as a control group. They found that
ADHD symptoms “significantly correlated with scores of persisting primitive reflexes ATNR in
girls (Spearman r = 0.55, p < 0.01) and with scores of persisting primitive reflexes STNR in
boys (Spearman r = 0.52, p < 0.01)” (Bob et al., 2021, p. 3). Of the control group of 60 children,
only two children, both boys, manifested an ATNR response, and their responses were mild.
While this connection seems evident in the limited number of studies performed,
additional quality studies are needed to support this connection. Theoretically, integrating the
ATNR should modify the cognitive structures of the brain, allowing individuals to more
effectively process stimuli. Because of the impact of these two phenomena, the idea of a
connection between inattentiveness and ATNR integration exercises deserves to be explored and
examined.
The Benefits of Physical Exercise
A significant amount of literature has not been published on the impact of ATNR
integration exercises, and even fewer on the impact of ATNR integration exercises on ADHD
symptoms. There has, however, been several studies looking into the effects of a variety of
physical activity on ADHD symptoms (Benzing et al., 2018; Den Heijer et al., 2017; HatuelCzuckermann, 2019; Lambez et al., 2020; Liang et al., 2021; Suarez-Manzano et al., 2018; Yu et
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al., 2020). There have also been a couple of studies that have evaluated different physical
activities on the ATNR (Melillo et al., 2020; Wagh et al., 2019).
In general, physical activity has several benefits for the general population (Den Heijer et
al., 2017; Hatuel-Czuckermann, 2019; Liang et al., 2021). Physical activity improves physical
fitness, growth, and density of bone minerals, and lowers obesity and inflammation (Den Heijer
et al., 2017). It also can have a positive effect on an individual’s psychological nature, increasing
anti-depression neurotransmitters, decreasing stress hormones (Den Heijer et al., 2017), and
promoting emotional functioning (Hatuel-Czuckermann, 2019). Following exercises that
demanded cognitive engagement, like cooperation or anticipation, executive functions and brain
health has improved (Den Heijer et al., 2017; Hatuel-Czuckermann, 2019; Liang et al., 2021).
Physical activity that requires cognitive engagement has also been shown to improve cognitive
functions and strategic thinking.
Effect on the symptoms of ADHD
The effects on the symptoms of ADHD are similar to those of the general population. In
fact, physical activity shows promise for addressing symptoms of ADHD in children (Den Heijer
et al., 2017; Hatuel-Czuckermann, 2019; Liang et al., 2021). Lambez and colleagues (2020)
conducted a meta-analysis, evaluating several non-pharmacological treatment options. Of the
individual interventions analyzed, physical exercise, regardless of type, showed the largest effect
size (Morris d = 0.93) for targeting and reducing cognitive symptoms of ADHD.
Physical activity has cognitive benefits (Den Heijer et al., 2017; Suarez-Manzano et al.,
2018; Yu et al., 2020). When comparing the cognitive symptoms, physical activity improves
processing speed (Den Heijer et al., 2017; Suarez-Manzano et al., 2018; Yu et al., 2020),
attention (Den Heijer et al., 2017; Suarez-Manzano et al., 2018), planning, and problem-solving
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(Suarez-Manzano et al., 2018). Physical activity also increases norepinephrine and dopamine
levels in the brain of individuals with ADHD. In addition, physical activity has been found to
decreases inhibition (Benzing et al., 2018; Liang et al., 2021; Yu et al., 2020). The improvement
on working memory, however, is disputable; Suarez-Manzano and colleagues (2018) found
working memory to be improved, although Den Heijer and colleagues (2017) and Benzing and
colleagues (2018) found no improvement in working memory. This could be due, in part, to the
type of exercises performed and whether they integrated the primitive reflexes.
The benefits of physical activity for individuals with ADHD extend beyond cognition. In
their systematic literature review, Den Heijer and colleagues (2017) also found a beneficial effect
on behavior, both in the classroom and socially, and academic improvement in the areas of
reading comprehension and mathematics. Suarez-Manzano and colleagues (2018) corroborated
this finding after conducting a systematic review of the literature, concluding that physical
activity improves academic performance for students with ADHD.
Physical activity, however, is not necessarily a miracle cure for individuals with ADHD.
Yu and colleagues (2020) found that the results and improvements of neuroprocessing accuracy
were not lasting beyond the 60 minutes following exercises. The exercises they were using,
however, were not ones that would automatically integrate the ATNR. It could be the
improvement was evident immediately following the exercise, because the postural reflexes were
activated. Because the cognitive structures were not given sufficient time to modify, the
primitive reflex again took control, inhibiting further development.
There are few studies in which the type of exercise would automatically integrate the
ATNR. Hatuel-Czuckermann (2019) conducted one such study, which utilized a physical activity
that required eye-hand-leg coordination, a movement that would more than likely integrate a
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persisting ATNR reflex, should one be present, although this is not explicitly discussed in the
study itself. The study involved treatment of ADHD through participation in fencing, compared
to a control group that just participated in physical exercise. The researcher found fencing and
physical exercise both showed improvement from pre to post test. The fencing group
participants’ symptoms, however, improved dramatically enough that they no longer qualified
for an ADHD diagnosis.
Effect on the symptoms of a persisting ATNR
Physical activity also appears to integrate the ATNR, although there are few studies that
explore this. Melillo and colleagues (2020) noted that theoretically, one can modify the brain’s
structure and facilitate learning with simple exercises, but most existent programs have not
undergone thorough, rigorous evaluation. Wagh and colleagues’ (2019) study supported this
theory; they conducted a study in which 67% of the 40 children had a persisting ATNR at the
start of their treatment. After therapeutic exercises, which included movement transitions, trunk
control exercises using a Swiss ball, balance training, vestibular stimulation, and visual
stimulation, the ATNR was integrated for most children, although the exact numbers were not
included.
Completing one of the seminal studies for this research, McPhillips and colleagues
(2000) used primitive reflex integration, including ATNR integration exercises, to improve
reading scores. They noted that the experimental group showed a significant decrease in reflex,
as well as a substantially greater increase in reading scores. This study used a 12-month
treatment regime, although it utilized various integration exercises for four different primitive
reflexes. The movements were changed every two months to follow the sequence and encourage
compliance, as interest would be retained. This study supported being able to use neuroplasticity
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through integration exercises in order to improve undesirable effects. In addition, the researchers
noted the need for continued research for situations with primitive reflex integration therapy
where one-on-one interventions were impractical.
Another study that explored this connection was by Melillo and colleagues (2020).
Melillo and colleague conducted a study of 2,175 children between the ages of 3.2 and 22.04
years old. Their sample was drawn from 89 separate clinics in the US. All participants had a
Wechsler Intelligence Scale for Children’s Full Scale Intelligence Quotient (WISC FSIQ) above
90, a diagnosis of ADHD and were taking stimulant medication. All participants were at least
two grade levels behind on the Wechsler Individual Achievement Test (WIAT). Participants
participated in a 12-week individualized, interdisciplinary, controlled intervention program,
which included both aerobic and strength conditioning exercises. The reduction of primitive
reflexes was found to positively correlate to academic performance. While ATNR was one of the
primitive reflexes addressed, the methodology of the study does not allow one to draw the
conclusion that ATNR integration exercises influenced the symptoms. Additional research would
need to be conducted in this vein.
Den Heijer and colleagues (2017) pondered, “[T]he question arises as to why physical
exercise could improve cognitive and/or behavioral functioning in ADHD” (p. 22). This
researcher believes that the ATNR integration is that missing piece. The current study was aimed
at advancing knowledge to understand if ATNR integration exercises help diminish
inattentiveness, an ADHD symptom.
Summary
Grounded in the theory of structural cognitive modifiability, this study aimed to explore
the connection between inattentiveness, a symptom of attention deficit hyperactivity disorder
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(ADHD), and asymmetric tonic neck reflex (ATNR) integration exercises. Feuerstein’s theory of
structural cognitive modifiability noted that to achieve the ideal potential, one needs to modify
the structure of the brain by adjusting the stimuli through social experiences with a mediator
(Feuerstein, 1990; Mentis et al., 2008). This study believed that individuals with ADHD can
reach their ideal developmental potential with the help of a mediator teaching ATNR integration
exercises, because the exercises will encourage neuroplasticity.
In the literature, there appears to be a connection between ADHD and the ATNR (Fairest
et al., 2019; Goddard Blythe, 2014; Konicarova & Bob, 2013; Melillo et al., 2020). ADHD
affects not only an individual’s life and schooling, but impacts classrooms and society, as well
(Chhibber et al., 2021; Lambez et al., 2020; Liang et al., 2021). The symptoms of a persisting
ATNR share many commonalities with the symptoms of ADHD and impact not only a student’s
gross motor coordination (Gieysztor et al., 2020; Pila-Nemutandani et al., 2018), but also
academics (Liang et al., 2021; Suarez-Manzano et al., 2018). Researchers have explored the
connection and benefit of physical exercise on both of these conditions, finding that the exercises
that would more directly modify one’s cognitive structure by integrating the ATNR are more
likely to reduce the symptoms of ADHD (Dogru et al., 2020; Hatuel-Czuckermann, 2019). Little
is known, however, about how ATNR integration exercises directly affect the symptoms of
ADHD. A gap exists in the literature pertaining to the effects of ATNR integration exercises on
inattentiveness.
The impact of various treatment options on ADHD symptoms has been studied. Some of
these studies have focused on physical activity, but little specifically dealing with ATNR reflex
integration. This primitive reflex has been demonstrated to not only create its own challenges for
students, but parallels ADHD symptoms (Bilbilaj et al., 2017; Fairest et al., 2019; Goddard
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Blythe, 2014; Konicarova & Bob, 2013). By examining the impact that ATNR integration
exercises have on the ADHD symptom of inattentiveness in early childhood students,
practitioners can better understand potential ways to help future students, not only in north
Texas, but all early childhood students. By noting the change in inattentiveness, schoolteachers
and principals can more fully understand which students are more likely to benefit from ATNR
integration exercises and be better able to offer support that could change the lives of those
students and their peers in the classroom, rippling outward to affect the whole of society.
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CHAPTER THREE: METHODS
Overview
The purpose of this quantitative, quasi-experimental study was to understand the
difference in the posttest detectability scores, as measured by the Conners Kiddie Continuous
Performance Test 2nd edition, among early childhood students participating in various activity
types, when controlling for pretest detectability scores at schools in rural north Texas, using a
nonequivalent control-group, pretest-posttest design. Chapter Three provides details of the
design and research methodology, definitions of all variables, and an explanation of the research
question and hypotheses. Demographics of the population and details of the instrument are also
included. The chapter concludes with a detailed explanation of the procedures used, including
the chosen data analysis.
Design
This study utilized a quantitative, quasi-experimental, nonequivalent control-group,
pretest-posttest design. There are four major components of this design. The first is the
overarching umbrella of quasi-experimental. The second is that this design type includes at least
two groups, a control group and a comparison group, although there may be more groups if an
alternate treatment group is also used (Gall et al., 2007). The third is that these groups are
nonequivalent. The fourth is that both a pretest and posttest are used.
A quasi-experimental design means that most components of an experimental design are
followed (Gall et al., 2007). A critical feature of an experimental design is random assignment of
individuals to the control or treatment group. A quasi-experimental design is used when it is not
possible for the individuals to be randomly assigned. Since schools often have preexisting
groups, random assignment is not always possible (Colclasure et al., 2020). This is a common
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design used for educational research in school settings (Colclasure et al., 2020; Gall et al., 2007;
Gopalan et al., 2020; What Works Clearinghouse & American Institutes for Research, 2020).
According to Gall and colleagues (2007), the experimental component, however, is
followed in that there are usually at least two separate groups, one who receives treatment and
one who receives an alternate or no treatment. This leads to at least one independent variable that
is categorical in nature. The control group is the group receiving no treatment or an alternate
treatment, while the treatment group receives the target treatment. The goal is to keep the
experiences of the group as similar as possible, to help limit the effect of extraneous variables on
the study’s results. Since the extraneous variables would affect both groups, the treatment and
control, the difference between the groups can be attributed to the treatment. Giving alternate
treatments also helps to avoid additional threats to internal validity.
The term nonequivalent indicates that the groups used for the study differ from before the
study begins (Gall et al., 2007). Random assignment decreases the likelihood of nonequivalent
groups, but without random assignment, the difference between groups often creates the need for
additional analyses to ensure an accurate estimation of the treatment’s effect. Because of the
variety of groupings in educational settings and the range of student performance, a
nonequivalent design is the most commonly used design in educational research.
The fourth component is the utilization of a pretest and posttest. A threat to a nonequivalent design could be interaction effects, where the differences in the posttest scores are
because of the initial differences in the group (Colclasure et al., 2020). To help reduce this threat,
a pretest is used. The use of a pretest, according to Gall and colleagues (2007), means that the
entire sample is given a test prior to any treatment being given. This test is usually performed
using an instrument that produces data of a quantitative nature, leading to a dependent variable
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that is continuous. After the treatment period, the test is given again as a posttest, and the pretest
scores are used as a covariant to compare the changes from pretest to posttest.
According to Gall and colleagues (2007), this design effectively controls for eight
different threats to internal validity identified by Campbell and Stanley: “history, maturation,
testing, instrumentation, statistical regression, differential selection, experimental mortality, and
selection-maturation interaction” (p. 405). With this design, however, there is a chance of pretest
sanitization, an external validity threat, where the treatment showed an effect because of the
pretest. Limitations can also include diffusion of treatments (Colclasure et al., 2020), where
information can spread from the treatment group to the control group.
A study that collects pretest and posttest data in order to mitigate the internal threat from
having multiple treatment groups that are not equal before the experimental treatment is
introduced, due in large part to the nonrandomization of individual participants, is using a quasiexperimental, nonequivalent control group, pretest-posttest design (Gall et al., 2007). While this
design has limitations, it also effectively controls for several threats to internal validity. It is a
common design used in educational research (Colclasure et al., 2020; Gall et al., 2007; Gopalan
et al., 2020; What Works Clearinghouse & American Institutes for Research, 2020).
For the current study, a quantitative research design was chosen, because the author is
seeking to explain features of the social environment that are relatively constant across time,
namely inattention in relation to ADHD symptoms, through the collection of numerical data
(Gall et al., 2007). A quasi-experimental design was implemented for two reasons. The first
reason was that the schools chosen in the setting already had established classrooms and keeping
these classrooms together would minimize the interaction time for members of the control and
treatment groups, minimizing the chance of diffusion of treatments. The second was that since
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there were pre-established schedules and only a single researcher, it was more convenient to treat
those students by class, rather than by individual student. A nonequivalent control-group design
was employed, because multiple groups are being utilized to compare the differences in
inattentive scores and the initial differences in the established classroom groups could not be
avoided due to the quasi-experimental nature. The pretest-posttest design was chosen, because it
effectively controls for several of the threats to internal validity identified by Campbell and
Stanley (Gall et al., 2007). A quasi-experimental, pretest-posttest design has been previously
used in the literature to assess the effectiveness of treatment on ADHD symptoms (Farahani et
al., 2019; Garreta et al., 2018; Navab et al., 2019; Tabrizi et al., 2020). To minimize the
limitation of pretest sanitization that could occur with this type of design, two steps were taken:
an instrument with an attested test-retest reliability that matched the given treatment period was
chosen and the participant age group was confined to early elementary. To minimize the
limitation of treatment diffusion, the treatment group was isolated from the other two groups
when performing the treatment exercises.
There were three variables in this study: one independent categorical variable, one
dependent continuous variable, and one covariant continuous variable. The independent variable
was the type of activity. The type of activity was a categorical variable with three levels: the
experimental treatment group, physical activity control, and maturation control. The
experimental treatment group participated in ATNR integration exercises. Asymmetric tonic
neck reflex integration exercises were defined as movements coordinating the bending of the
bilateral arm and leg in succession with a head rotation for a duration of at least three minutes a
day, at least four times a week (Goddard Blythe, 2014). The physical activity control group
participated in running exercises. Running exercises were defined as locomotive aerobic
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exercises (Heijnen et al., 2016). For this study, running exercises were operationally defined as
running, jogging, galloping, skipping, or walking. The maturation control group participated in
sedentary work, which was defined as work that is completed while sitting (van As et al., 2021).
The dependent variable was posttest inattentiveness as measured by detectability scores
of the Conners Kiddie Continuous Performance Test 2nd edition (Canivez & Thorndike, 2017;
Conners, 2015). Detectability, a measure of inattentiveness, is defined as how well the child
discriminates target from non-target stimuli (Conners, 2015). In their model of attention,
Petersen and Posner (2012) note that the third major system of attention is executive control,
including focal attention. Focal attention is defined as the detection of a given
target. Inattentiveness is defined as the consistency with which one is unable to accurately
identify target stimuli when presented (Treviño et al., 2021). This was measured using the
detectability score of the Conners Kiddie Continuous Performance Test 2nd edition, evaluating
the difference between the target and noise, or non-target, distributions, with the greater
difference meaning the better ability to distinguish between target and noise (Conners, 2015).
This was a continuous variable that is reverse-scored, so a higher score represents a lower
performance. The T-scores automatically generated through the computerized assessment were
used for this variable with a possible score ranging from 0 to 90 and having a mean of 50 with a
standard deviation of 10. The covariant was pretest inattentiveness as measured by detectability
scores of the Conners Kiddie Continuous Performance Test 2nd edition prior to the beginning of
treatment. The same definition of inattentiveness was used for the covariant as the dependent
variable.
Research Question
The research question for this study was:
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RQ: Is there a difference in detectability posttest scores among early childhood students
participating in various activity types (ATNR integration exercises, running exercises, and
sedentary work) when controlling for pretest detectability scores?
Hypothesis
The null hypothesis for this study was:
H0: There is no difference in detectability posttest scores, as measured by the Conners
Kiddie Continuous Performance Test 2nd edition, among early childhood students participating in
ATNR integration exercises, running exercises, and sedentary work when controlling for pretest
detectability scores.
Participants and Setting
The target population was early childhood students, those in prekindergarten and
kindergarten, in two schools in rural north-central Texas. The sample was a convenience sample
of volunteers, as shown by classroom teacher agreement, including signed and returned parental
consent forms. There were 69 participants, divided equally into three groups. All three of the
groups conducted either experimental treatment or alternate treatment (control) activities on the
school property, during the morning hours of each school day.
Population
The participants for the study were chosen from a convenience sample of students located
in north-central Texas attending one of two different schools during the spring semester of the
2021-2022 school year. Both sites were in the same geographical school district. The
geographical school district is a rural, low-income district consisting of five schools serving a
total population of prekindergarten through 12th grade. The chosen elementary school was one of
three elementary schools in the school district, but the only one serving prekindergarten through
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first grade students. According to Public School Review (2021) there are 338 students in grades
prekindergarten through first and 24 teachers, giving a student teacher ratio of 14:1. Sixty-three
percent of the student body identified as minority, with a majority of that population being
Hispanic. Forty-seven percent of the population were female and 53% were male. Of the total
population, 1% identified as American Indian, 6% Asian, 44% Hispanic, 9% Black, and 37%
Caucasian, with 3% identifying as two or more ethnic groups. A total of 61% of the students
were eligible for free lunch, with an additional 11% being eligible for reduced lunch. All
students without intellectual disabilities in the three prekindergarten classes at this location were
invited to participate in the study through a letter sent home to parents. Participants were
volunteers.
The second school was a parochial, tuition-funded preschool, serving children ages three
through kindergarten. According to Elementaryschools.org (2021) there were 57 students
enrolled and five full time teachers, giving a student-to-teacher ratio of 11:1. Eighty percent of
the population identified as Caucasian and 20% as Hispanic. Eighty-eight percent of the
population were female and 12% were male. There was no information available as to student
eligibility for free or reduced lunch. All students without intellectual disabilities in the two
prekindergarten classes and the kindergarten class at this location were invited to participate in
the study through a letter sent home to parents. Participants were volunteers.
Participants
Seventy-five parental consent forms were obtained. Six students were excluded from the
study for either failure to complete the pretest (n = 1), declining participation in group activities
(n = 1), or having excessive absences during the study period (n = 4). For this study, the number
of participants sampled was 69, which exceeds the required minimum when assuming a medium
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effect size. According to Olejnik (1984), 66 students is the required minimum for an analysis of
covariance (ANCOVA) with three equally divided groups, when assuming a medium effect size
with a statistical power of 0.7 at the 0.05 alpha level and having a covariate where r = 0.7. Other
studies evaluating ADHD symptoms have used ANCOVAs (Faedda et al., 2019; Won et al.,
2020; Wong et al., 2018).
The sample was a convenience sample comprised of volunteers from two different
schools. A detailed account of the sampling procedure is included in the procedures section of
this chapter. There were 63 prekindergarten students and six kindergarten students. Of the total
participants 16% were Hispanic, 14% Black, 12% Asian, and 58% Caucasian. There were 36
males and 33 females. The sample represented six classroom groupings, which were randomly
assigned, per the procedures discussed in the procedure section of this chapter, to each of three
treatment options: ATNR integration exercises, running, and sedentary work. The researcher had
no authority over the participants.
The ATNR integration exercises group had 19 students, with 11 females and eight males.
There were 13 prekindergarten students and six kindergarten students. Of the students in the
ATNR integration exercises group, 21% were Hispanic, 16% Black, 21% Asian, and 42%
Caucasian.
The running group had 27 students, with nine females and 18 males. There were 27
prekindergarten students and no kindergarten students. Of the students in the running group, 15%
were Hispanic, 15% Black, 7% Asian, and 63% Caucasian.
The sedentary work group had 23 students, with 13 females and 10 males. There were 23
prekindergarten students and no kindergarten students. Of the students in the sedentary work
group, 13% were Hispanic, 13% Black, 9% Asian, and 65% Caucasian.
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Setting
There were two settings for this study. The first was the brick-and-mortar building of the
elementary school. This was a closed campus. All pretests and posttests were given on the
researcher-provided laptop in a carpeted, testing room on the campus. Students sat in a childsized chair to access the laptop, which was placed on a child-sized desk within easy reach. The
researcher sat in a child-sized chair to the immediate left of the student while the test was
administered. There was an effort to minimize distractions during the test, but not all distractions
could be avoided. To minimize the effect between pretest and posttest, students were given the
posttest as close to their pretest time of day as possible. All treatment activities, both target and
alternate, were completed by groups in the school gym, an area free of furniture with
approximately 436 square meters of painted concrete flooring.
The second setting was the brick-and-mortar building of the parochial school. This was a
closed campus with six classrooms and two administrative areas. All pretests and posttests were
given on the researcher-provided laptop in a vacant classroom. Students sat in an adult-sized
chair to access the laptop, which was sitting on a table within easy reach. The researcher sat in an
adult-sized chair immediately to the left of the student while the test was administered.
Distractions were minimized, keeping the time of day for individual students’ pretest and posttest
similar. All treatment activities, both target and alternate, were completed by groups in the
school’s multi-purpose room, an area free of furniture with approximately 436 square meters of
painted concrete flooring.
Instrumentation
The instrumentation used during the study was the Conners Kiddie Continuous
Performance Test 2nd edition (Conners, 2015). Permission to use this instrument was granted to
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the researcher, being the purchaser of the instrument from the publisher. The full instrument is
not included due to policies of the publisher (see Appendix A). See Appendix B for an
instrument sample. In this study, the purpose of the Conners Kiddie Continuous Performance
Test 2nd edition (K-CPT 2) instrument was to measure detectability, a measure of inattentiveness.
The K-CPT 2 is a widely used continuous performance test, administered via computer (HwangGu et al., 2019). It is designed to aid in the diagnoses of attention difficulties (Canivez &
Thorndike, 2017) and is repeatedly used for ADHD research (Calil Lacerda et al., 2020; Ferrer et
al., 2019; Hwang-Gu et al., 2019).
The test was administered following standardized protocols (Conners, 2015). The total
administration time was 8.5 minutes, consisting of a 1-minute practice time and 7.5 minutes for
the test itself (Barnard et al., 2018; Canivez & Thorndike, 2017). During the test, the participant
was given five blocks of 40 trials of visual stimuli and asked to press a key on the keyboard
when any picture except a soccer ball was administered (Canivez & Thorndike, 2017). The
stimulus, a black picture on a white background, was presented for 500 milliseconds. There was
an inter-stimulus interval of either 1.5 or 3.0 seconds between delivery of the target stimuli
depending on the sub-block of 20 trials. There was a possible standardized T-score ranging from
0 to 90, with a standard deviation of 10 and a mean of 50, making this a continuous variable
(Conners, 2015). Detectability is reverse scored on the K-CPT 2, so a higher value indicates a
worse performance (Conners, 2015).
The K-CPT 2 is an individually-administered test that is scored by the computer on which
the test is administered (Conners, 2015). Individual assessments are grouped according to error
type (omissions, commissions, and perseverations) and reaction time (hit reaction time [HRT],
variability, HRT block change, HRT standard deviation, and HRT inter-stimulus interval change)
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into indicators of inattentiveness, impulsivity, sustained attention, and vigilance (Canivez &
Thorndike, 2017; Srisinghasongkram et al., 2021).
The K-CPT 2 is a revision of the Conners Kiddie Continuous Performance Test (Conners
K-CPT) (Canivez & Thorndike, 2017). Improvements include new scores and scoring
algorithms, changes to the presentation, and larger, more representative norming samples that
increase reliability of the norm-referenced score interpretations. Scores show the likelihood of
four different dimensions of attention-related issues, including inattentiveness.
The K-CPT 2 expands the age range appropriate for the instrument from the original
Conners K-CPT to include individuals 6-7 years old, making the appropriate age range 4-7 years
old (Canivez & Thorndike, 2017). The Conners K-CPT was adapted from the Conner’s
Continuous Performance Task Second Edition and was developed to help investigate an
individual’s performance regarding inattention, impulsivity, and executive control problems with
younger populations (Barnard et al., 2018). Researchers use the K-CPT 2 to assess attention
function in early childhood students (Abuin-Porras et al., 2019; Calil Lacerda et al., 2020;
Compañ Gabucio et al., 2021; Ferrer et al., 2019; Lin et al., 2019; Sentís et al., 2017).
Srisinghasongkram and colleagues (2021), as well as Dadvand and colleagues (2017), have used
the K-CPT 2 specifically to measure inattentiveness in studies, with neither study focusing on a
population diagnosed with ADHD.
The K-CPT 2 is both a reliable and valid instrument (Canivez & Thorndike, 2017;
Dadvand et al., 2017). Canivez and Thorndike (2017) related the reliability coefficients in the
combined normative sample had a median value of .87 and ranged from .76 to .98. In the clinical
sample, they ranged from .69 to .98, with a median value of .86. The dimension of sustained
attention showed the lowest levels of internal consistency in both samples. Acceptable levels of
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test-retest reliability, over an average interval of 20 days, were demonstrated for most areas,
except for sustained attention. The K-CPT 2 showed discriminative validity, demonstrating
significantly lower performances by children diagnosed with ADHD as compared to their
typically developing peers. It also improved diagnostic sensitivity and specificity when used with
behavioral rating scales. Construct validity is supported through the correlations of the K-CPT 2
scores with the Wechsler Intelligence Scale for Children-4th edition (WISC-IV) Full scale scores
and the Comprehensive Executive Function Inventory (CEFI) scores.
Procedures
Several steps were taken to ensure this study was high-quality research. The researcher
first sought Institutional Review Board (IRB) approval from Liberty University. When IRB
approval was secured (see Appendix C) and site approval was granted from the schools’
administration, the researcher started to elicit participants for the study. A letter with a parental
consent form attached (see Appendix D) was sent out in the take-home folders of the students at
both schools, with a specific request to return the paperwork the following week granting
informed consent by the parent/guardian if they desired their student to volunteer. A follow-up
letter (see Appendix E) was sent in the school folders to remind parents of the deadline.
As parental consent was granted, the researcher administered the K-CPT 2 by removing
the individual to the testing setting, described above under the setting heading, at a time
convenient for the classroom’s schedule that day. The researcher explained the testing procedure
to each student following the script given on page 11 in the test manual and administered a 1minute practice session, in accordance with the recommended testing procedure (Conners, 2015).
With successful completion of the 1-minute practice session, the full 7.5-minute K-CPT 2 was
administered, and the results were recorded on a digital spreadsheet on a password-protected,
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external hard drive with the student’s first name, classroom teacher, and time of day the pretest
was administered. At all stages of data collection, all information that could identify the
participants was protected. Data were stored securely, and only the researcher had access to
records. Data were stored on a password protected external drive. When not being utilized, the
external drive was stored in a locked fireproof safe. The data will be retained for a period of five
years after the completion of this research study.
When the week was finished and over the minimum number of participants granted
consent, a list was made of the participating classrooms for assignment into treatment or control
groups. There were six participating classrooms, three from each site. All classrooms had greater
than 50% participation. The classes were randomly assigned to one of three groups by the roll of
a six-sided die. A roll of one or four assigned the class to the ATNR integration exercises group.
A roll of two or five assigned the class to the running group. A roll of three or six assigned the
class to the sedentary work group. Since, for this type of study, groups needed to be of similar
size (Gall et al., 2007), if the die roll resulted in a group that had reached the maximum capacity
for the study, the die was rerolled until a group with openings was rolled. There was one class
from each site randomly assigned to each treatment group.
Classes were brought individually to the specific setting at each site. During the initial
week, the researcher began each session with a brief introduction to the study and explanation of
what the students would do, ending with inviting participation (see Appendix F). The ATNR
integration exercises group were instructed, through the prepared script in Appendix F coupled
with a demonstration of the activity step using an 18-inch soft bodied doll, to complete the
specific integration exercise: a cross-lateral knee touch and a prone stationary cross-lateral crawl.
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See Appendix G for sample photos of the exercises. These types of exercises are used to
integrate the ATNR reflex (Brandes, 2015; Goddard Blythe, 2012; McDonald, 2020).
For the cross-lateral knee touch, students were instructed to lie down with their back on
the floor, keeping their legs and arms straight and their face looking at the ceiling, in rest
position, for a count of five seconds. The students would then slowly look to the right, raise their
left knee, and touch their right elbow or hand to it, keeping their right leg and left arm straight, in
rest position. The students would hold this position for a count of five seconds, then return to rest
position for a count of five seconds. The student would then look to the left, raise their right
knee, and touch their left elbow or hand to it, keeping their left leg and right arm straight, in rest
position, and hold it for five seconds, returning to rest position at the end of the five seconds.
Students were encouraged to use their elbow, but were allowed to use their hand if they were
unable to connect their elbow to their knee. The entire pattern was repeated a total of six times.
For the prone stationary cross-lateral crawl, they were instructed to lie down with their
stomachs on the floor, keeping their legs straight and their arms bent at a 90-degree angle at the
elbow and resting palm down on either side of the head, in rest position, for a count of five. The
student would begin by looking to the left, then slowly raise their left knee out to the side,
making close to a 90-degree angle at the hip and keeping the foot below the knee, so the knee
joint is at a 90-degree angle, while simultaneously raising their right arm so that it is extended
straight beside their head. This position would be held for five seconds, before the student
returned to the rest position for five seconds. The student would then look to the right, slowly
raising their right knee out to the side, making close to a 90-degree angle at the hip and keeping
the foot below the knee, so the knee joint is at a 90-degree angle, while simultaneously raising
their left arm so that it is extended straight beside their head. This position would be held for five
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seconds, before the student returned to the rest position. The entire pattern is repeated a total of
six times. Teachers at the elementary school were instructed to bring their class to the gym daily
upon completion of breakfast at scheduled 10-minute intervals to limit treatment diffusion.
Teachers at the parochial school were instructed to bring their class to the multi-purpose room
daily upon completion of their morning snack at scheduled 10-minute intervals for the same
reason.
Each of the treatment groups, both target and alternates, were timed using the researcherprovided, color-coded, lighted timer that shone green during the activity and flashed yellow
when the five minutes ended. This was to ensure similar timing for all groups. During the initial
week of the target treatment, priority was given to completing the target exercises accurately
during the five-minute period over completing the number of repetitions in the cycle. Priority
was also given to the cross-lateral knee touch over the prone stationary cross-lateral crawl; the
researcher ensured that all repetitions of the cross-lateral knee touch were completed before
moving to the prone stationary cross-lateral crawl.
Students in the running group were instructed to run for five minutes daily around the
gym for the duration of the study. They were encouraged to run for the full time, but given no
penalty for walking, skipping, or galloping. The students needed to be on their feet, moving the
entire time. Crawling was not permitted; if done bilaterally, it could encourage integration of the
ATNR (Brandes, 2015; Goddard Blythe, 2012; McDonald, 2020).
Students in the sedentary work group were asked to sit or lay on the floor and were given
a sheet of paper, wax crayons, and a different daily drawing prompt (see Appendix H) to
encourage drawing for at least five minutes each day during the study. Students were encouraged
to add more details, more color, or do another picture if they finished prior to the five minutes.
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Students were instructed to raise their hand if they needed the researcher’s assistance, but not to
move out of their space. No penalty was given to students who simply sat quietly but did not
draw.
The treatment lasted four weeks, at which time students were readministered the K-CPT 2
as a posttest, following the same procedures as the pretest, ensuring that the pretest and posttest
were given at a similar time of day for each student. Each student’s score for detectability was
recorded on the same digital spreadsheet as their pretest, along with the treatment group to which
the student was assigned, following the guidelines for information protection described earlier.
Other than belonging to the same national church body as the parochial school, the researcher
has no previous affiliation with either site chosen for this study.
Data Analysis
To analyze the null hypothesis relating to the difference in detectability scores, as
measured by the Conners Kiddie Continuous Performance Test 2nd edition, among early
elementary students who participated in ATNR integration exercises, running exercises, and
sedentary work when controlling for pretest detectability scores, a one-way analysis of
covariance (ANCOVA) was used. The ANCOVA is a statistical analysis for determining if the
difference between the mean scores of two or more groups on a dependent variable is significant,
after controlling for initial differences between groups on a tangential variable (Gall et al., 2015).
Since the study had three groups from a single categorical independent variable and one
continuous dependent variable, as well as a continuous covariant, an ANCOVA is the
appropriate choice to test the null hypothesis (Gall et al., 2015). A one-way ANCOVA has been
used in other educational research studies when assessing at an independent variable and
controlling for pretest scores (Fathi & Afzali, 2020; Zhang et al., 2019; Ziafar, 2020). A one-
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way ANCOVA assesses differences among each available pair of groupings, demonstrating if a
statistically significant difference in test results has occurred, while controlling for the risk of
Type I error that would occur with repeated t tests (Gall et al., 2015). A covariant is needed to
limit the interaction affect when accounting for initial differences due to inequivalent groups
(Colclasure et al., 2020). Given that these are true for this study and that the study has few
enough variables to allow for a one-way ANCOVA (Gall et al., 2015), a one-way ANCOVA is
the best fit for data analysis for this study.
The assumptions for a one-way ANCOVA were met. Independence of observations was
maintained. Data screening was conducted on each group’s dependent variable. The researcher
sorted the data on each variable and scanned for missing points and inconsistencies. Box and
whisker plots were used for the detectability scores to identify extreme outliers. The
Kolmogorov-Smirnov was used to assess the distribution of the whole, as the sample was greater
than 50. The assumption of normality for each group was tested using the Shapiro-Wilks because
each of the individual groups' population is less than 50. Scatter plots were used between the
pretest and posttest scores for each group to assess the assumptions of linearity, bivariate normal
distribution, and homogeneity of slopes. Levene’s Test of Equality of Error Variance was used to
test the assumption of equal variance.
The null hypothesis was assessed using the above manner. With the failure to reject the
null hypothesis (p > .05), no post hoc analysis is required. A further explanation of the results is
located in the following chapter.
All statistical analysis and assumption tests were performed using SPSS Statistics 28, a
statistics software program. Partial eta square was used to evaluate the effect size, with .000
being no effect, .002 to .021 being a small effect, .022 to .082 being a medium effect, .083 to
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.167 being a large effect, .168 to .499 being a very large effect, and above .500 being an
extremely large effect. An alpha level of .05 was used.
Summary
Using a quantitative, quasi-experimental, nonequivalent control-group, pretest-posttest
design, this study sought to understand the difference in the posttest detectability scores, as
measured by the Conners Kiddie Continuous Performance Test 2nd edition, among early
childhood students participating in various activity types, including ATNR reflex integration
exercises, running exercises, or sedentary work, when controlling for pretest detectability scores
at schools in rural north Texas. A one-way ANCOVA was used, with all assumptions verified,
to evaluate the effect physical activity, the independent variable, had on posttest detectability
scores, the dependent variable, at each level, testing the hypothesis. The dependent variable is
measured using the Conners Kiddie Continuous Performance Test 2nd edition, a reliable and
valid instrument used to assess inattentiveness in children ages four to seven. The study
evaluated 69 students over the course of a 4-week intervention period, in which the students
performed various physical activities for five minutes a day, five days a week in their classroom
groupings at their school site. The procedure, setting, and demographics are outlined to allow for
replication and generalizability.
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CHAPTER FOUR: FINDINGS
Overview
The purpose of this quantitative, quasi-experimental study is to understand the difference
in the posttest detectability scores, as measured by the Conners Kiddie Continuous Performance
Test 2nd edition, among early childhood students participating in various activity types, when
controlling for pretest detectability scores at schools in rural north Texas using a nonequivalent
control-group, pretest-posttest design. Chapter four presents the findings of the study. It states
the research question, hypothesis, and the descriptive statistics. A one-way analysis of
covariance (ANCOVA) was used to test the hypothesis. The results of assumption tests and data
analyses are delineated, showing the null hypothesis failed to be rejected.
Research Question
RQ: Is there a difference in detectability posttest scores among early childhood students
participating in various activity types (ATNR integration exercises, running exercises, and
sedentary work) when controlling for pretest detectability scores?
Null Hypothesis
H0: There is no difference in detectability posttest scores, as measured by the Conners
Kiddie Continuous Performance Test 2nd edition, among early childhood students participating in
ATNR integration exercises, running exercises, and sedentary work when controlling for pretest
detectability scores.
Descriptive Statistics
Descriptive statistics were obtained on both the covariant, detectability pretest scores, and
the dependent variable, detectability posttest scores, for each group. The sample consisted of 69
participants from two sites. Scores on the Conners Kiddie Continuous Performance Test 2nd
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edition can range from 0 to 90. A high score of 90 means that the student had was unable to
discriminate between targets and non-targets whereas a low score of zero means that the student
always discriminated between targets and non-targets.
The overall pretest scores, which were used for the covariant, ranged from 38-89 (38-89
at site A and 44-68 at site B) with a mean of 59.48 (60.39 at site A and 58.35 at site B) and a
standard deviation of 8.774 (10.042 at site A and 6.912 at site B). The mode was 58 (n = 6),
while the median was 60. Descriptive statistics for the covariant can be found in Table 1. See
Figure 1 for a graph of the data distribution of the covariant.
Table 1
Descriptive Statistics for Covariate (Pretest T-Score)
Activity Type
ATNR Integration
Exercises

Location
Site A
Site B
Total

Running Exercises

Site A
Site B
Total
Site A
Site B
Total
Site A
Site B
Total

Sedentary Work

Overall Total

N
13
6
19
16
11
27
9
14
23
38
31
69

Range
34
9
34
46
24
46
28
23
28
51
24
51

Min
38
50
38

Max
72
59
72

M
57.54
55.50
56.89

SD
9.905
3.937
8.406

43
44
43
43
45
43
38
44
38

89
68
89
71
68
71
89
68
89

63.12
56.18
60.30
59.67
61.29
60.65
60.39
58.35
59.48

10.917
7.494
7.145
8.185
6.638
7.145
10.042
6.912
8.774
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Figure 1
Distribution of Covariant (Pretest T-Score)

The overall posttest detectability scores, the dependent variable, ranged from 36-73 (3873 at site A and 36-71 at site B) with a mean of 57.14 (57.76 at site A and 56.39 at site B) and a
standard deviation of 8.717 (8.518 at site A and 9.036 at site B). The modes were 50 (n = 5), 58
(n = 5), and 65 (n = 5), while the median was 58. Descriptive statistics for the dependent
variable can be found in Table 2. See Figure 2 for a graph of the data distribution of the
dependent variable.
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Table 2
Descriptive Statistics for Dependent Variable (Posttest T-Score)
Activity Type
ATNR Integration
Exercises

Location
Site A
Site B
Total

Running Exercises

Site A
Site B
Total
Site A
Site B
Total
Site A
Site B
Total

Sedentary Work

Overall Total

N
13
6
19
16
11
27
9
14
23
38
31
69

Range
26
3
26
28
35
37
33
29
33
35
35
37

Figure 2
Distribution of Dependent Variable (Posttest T-Score)

Min
39
49
39
45
36
36
38
40
38
38
36
36

Max
65
52
65
73
71
73
71
69
71
73
71
73

M
54.31
50.33
53.05
60.56
55.64
58.56
57.78
59.57
58.87
57.76
56.39
57.14

SD
7.653
1.033
6.553
7.420
10.984
9.179
10.462
8.178
8.951
8.518
9.036
8.717
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Overall, 42 students showed an improvement from their pretest to their posttest, 23
showed a degradation, and four had no change. There was a blanket average improvement of
2.33 points between the pretest and posttest. All three groups showed an improvement in scores.
The ATNR integration exercise group showed the greatest average group improvement of 3.45
points per student. The running exercises group showed a mean improvement of 1.74 points and
the sedentary group showed a mean improvement of 1.78 points. See Table 3 for delineation of
the change of scores by group.
Table 3
Descriptive Statistics for Change (Pretest to Posttest)
Activity Type
ATNR Integration
Exercises
Running Exercises
Sedentary Work

Location
Improvement
Degradation
Improvement
Degradation
Improvement
Degradation

N
12
6
16
11
14
6

Range
10
3
15
9
11
9

M
7.167
2.167
6.375
5
4.5
3.667

Median
Modes
7
7 and 9 (n = 3)
2
1 and 2 (n = 2)
5
2 (n = 3)
4
1, 4, 6, and 9 (n = 2)
5
1 and 5 (n = 3)
2
1 and 2 (n = 2)

Results
Assumption Tests
The assumptions for a one-way ANCOVA were met. Independence of observations was
maintained. Data screening was conducted on each group’s dependent variable. The researcher
sorted the data on each variable and scanned for inconsistencies. No data errors or
inconsistencies were identified. Box and whiskers plots were used to detect outliers on the
dependent variable. No outliers were identified. See Figure 3 for box and whisker plots.
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Figure 3
Dependent Variable Box and Whiskers Plot

The ANCOVA requires normal distribution. The distribution of the data was examined
using the Kolmogorov-Smirnov, since the sample population was over 50. The results were nonsignificant (p =.060). The Q-Q plot was examined to visually confirm these results. Figure 4
confirms the assumption was met.
Figure 4
Q-Q Plot for Dependent Variable
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Normality was examined for each group using the Shapiro-Wilk, since each group’s
population was under 50. The assumption of normality was met for all groups. See Table 3 for
Tests of Normality.
Table 4
Tests of Normality by Group

Activity Type
ATNR Integration Exercises
Running Exercises
Sedentary Work

Posttest T-Score
Posttest T-Score
Posttest T-Score

Shapiro-Wilk
Statistic
df
.915
19
.953
27
.928
23

Sig.
.091
.257
.100

The ANCOVA requires that the assumption of homogeneity of variance be met. The
assumption of homogeneity of variance was examined using Levene’s Test of Equality of Error
Variance. The assumption of homogeneity of variance was met where p = .084. See Table 5 for
the results of Levene’s Test of Equality of Error Variance.
Table 5
Levene's Test of Equality of Error Variancesa
Dependent Variable: Posttest T-Score
F
df1
df2
Sig.
2.568
2
66
.084
a. Design: Intercept + PretestTScore + Group

Scatter plots were used between the pretest, the covariant, and posttest scores, the
dependent variable, for each group to assess the assumptions of linearity, bivariate normal
distribution, and homogeneity of slopes. These assumptions were met for all groups. See Figures
5 to 8 for the scatter plots.
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Figure 5
Covariate to Dependent Variable Scatter Plot

Figure 6
Covariate to Dependent Variable Scatter Plot for ATNR Integration Exercises Group
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Figure 7
Covariate to Dependent Variable Scatter Plot for Running Exercises Group

Figure 8
Covariate to Dependent Variable Scatter Plot for Sedentary Group
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Hypothesis
An ANCOVA was run to see if there was a significant difference in posttest detectability
scores among early childhood students participating in various activity levels. All statistical
analysis and assumption tests were performed using SPSS Statistics 28, a statistics software
program. The independent variable was activity type, specifically ATNR integration exercises,
running exercises, and sedentary work. The dependent variable was posttest detectability scores,
as measured by the Conners Kiddie Continuous Performance Test 2nd edition. This study
utilized pretest detectability scores from the same instrument as a covariant. The researcher
failed to reject the null hypothesis at the 95% confidence level where F(2, 65) = 2.020, p = .141.
An alpha level of .05 was used. Partial eta square equaled (2part = .059). The effect size was
medium. There was not a statistically significant difference in detectability scores. See Table 5
for Tests of Between-Subjects Effects. Because the researcher failed to reject the null, no post hoc
analysis was required.
Table 6
Tests of Between-Subjects Effects
Dependent Variable: Posttest T-Score
Type III Sum
Mean
Source
of Squares
df
Square
a
Corrected
3253.861
3
1084.620
Model
Intercept
224.313
1
224.313
PretestTScore
2813.533
1
2813.533
Group
118.870
2
59.435
Error
1912.690
65
29.426
Total
230489.000
69
Corrected Total
5166.551
68
a. R Squared = .630 (Adjusted R Squared = .613)

F
36.859

Sig.
<.001

Partial Eta
Squared
.630

7.623
95.614
2.020

.007
<.001
.141

.105
.595
.059
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Summary
Using the results of a one-way ANCOVA, the null hypothesis for this study failed to be
rejected. There was not a statistically significant difference in posttest detectability scores, as
measured by the Conners Kiddie Continuous Performance Test 2nd edition, among early
childhood students participating in various activity types, when controlling for pretest
inattentiveness scores. This was determined after ensuring all assumptions for an ANCOVA
were met.
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CHAPTER FIVE: CONCLUSIONS
Overview
This chapter provides a discussion of the study results in light of current literature, as
well as the implications of the completed study. Limitations are delineated to help the reader
with application of the results. The chapter concludes with the author’s recommendations for
further research.
Discussion
The purpose of this quantitative, quasi-experimental study was to understand the
difference in the posttest detectability scores, as measured by the Conners Kiddie Continuous
Performance Test 2nd edition, among early childhood students participating in various activity
types, including ATNR reflex integration exercises, running exercises, or sedentary work, when
controlling for pretest detectability scores at schools in rural north Texas, using a nonequivalent
control-group, pretest-posttest design. Seventy-three students from six different classes in two
different schools in rural north Texas were assessed using the Conners Kiddie Continuous
Performance Test 2nd edition and then divided into three equal groups based on preestablished
classroom groupings. One group performed the target treatment ATNR integration exercises for
five minutes a day, during the morning of school days, at least four days a week. A control group
for physical movement performed running exercises, either running, walking, or skipping, and a
control group for maturation created crayon drawings. Both control groups executed their
activities for five minutes a day, during school day mornings, at least four days a week.
Activities were offered five days a week. Students failing to participate at least four days each
week were excluded from the study; four students were excluded due to this factor. The study
was designed for four weeks of treatment; although due to events beyond the researcher’s
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control, all groups completed three weeks of treatment activities. This is discussed more in detail
in the limitations section later in this chapter. There were 69 students who completed the study’s
treatment period and were reassessed using the Conners Kiddie Continuous Performance Test 2nd
edition. A one-way ANCOVA was used to analyze the data.
The question the researcher of this study posed was, “Is there a difference in detectability
posttest scores among early childhood students participating in various activity types (ATNR
integration exercises, running exercises, and sedentary work) when controlling for pretest
detectability scores?” The null hypothesis was that there is no difference in detectability posttest
scores, as measured by the Conners Kiddie Continuous Performance Test 2nd edition, among
early childhood students participating in ATNR integration exercises, running exercises, and
sedentary work when controlling for pretest detectability scores. This study joins Konicarova and
Bob (2013) and Melillo and colleagues (2020) in postulating that symptoms of ADHD may be
compensatory for a retained ATNR. The results, however, were inconclusive. Noting the
descriptive statistics, the ATNR group showed a higher percentage of students improving than
the other groups and the average overall improvement of this group was almost double that of
either control group.
The p-value for the between-subjects effects for groups was .141, meaning that there is a
14.1% chance that another random sample would show the same results. The ANCOVA showed
only 85.9% certainty that the differences shown between the three groups, ATNR integration
exercises, running exercises, and sedentary work, were because of the treatment. This rate falls
short of the 95% confidence level used in quality research (Gall et al., 2007). The results of this
study are even more interesting when one notes the significance seen in the pairwise comparison.
The ATNR integration exercises group differed from the running exercises group (p = .076) and
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the sedentary group (p = .082), so it is not a clear delineation that the ATNR integration
exercises would make little to no difference in the lives of students.
Detectability, according to Conners (2015), is a measure of inattentiveness. The
improvements in detectability scores in the ATNR integration exercises group seems to support
the profound connection found in the literature between visual deficits and the ATNR (Andrich
et al., 2018). Coupled with the lower significance in the between-subjects effects results,
however, this study is indeterminate as to support of Lange-Küttner’s (2018) theoretical link
between ATNR and attentional control. It is also inconclusive in support for the several articles
which show a connection between attention deficit hyperactivity disorder and the ATNR
(Bilbilaj et al., 2017; Fairest et al., 2019; Goddard Blythe, 2014; Konicarova & Bob, 2013).
This study, however, does seem to support the theory of Structural Cognitive
Modifiability, considering a majority of students improved. While the results were not
significant, theoretically, that could mean the timing used to attempt to significantly affect the
cognitive structures of the brain was insufficient to accomplish the task. Would there be a more
significant outcome if the treatment period is extended?
The current literature showing that not all physical activity seems to be effective in
mitigating symptoms of ADHD (Suarez-Manzano et al., 2018) also seems to be supported. With
a significance of p = .975 in the pairwise comparison between the running exercises group and
the sedentary work group, it is unlikely that running for an additional 5-minute time period made
any long-term difference. Since the posttests were run over 48 hours after stopping the exercises,
the study seems to support the conclusions reached by Yu and colleagues (2020), who found that
the improvements they saw were not lasting beyond the 60 minutes following their specific
exercises, exercises that were not designed to integrate the ATNR. According to the results of the
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current study, however, the conclusion reached by some researchers, that physical activity in
general improves attention (Den Heijer et al., 2017; Suarez-Manzano et al., 2018), seems to need
refinement.
Implications
Even though the results of the study were inconclusive, the current study does have
valuable implications for society and current research. First, it provides a skeleton that will allow
future researchers to continue to search for effective ways to improve inattention, bettering the
lives of individuals and lessening the burden on society that inattention creates. Since there were
interesting results, it will hopefully call others into the field, encouraging additional research.
Second, this study is another step towards helping teachers find practical ideas to use
during busy classroom times to help with classroom management. Through the theoretical
framework of the theory of SCM and the interesting findings of the current study, it is possible
that teachers may implement ATNR integration exercises as part of their morning routine. Even
if these exercises do not have a statistically significant impact quantitatively, teachers may find
when completing the action research that there is a qualitative change for their classrooms and
students.
The current study also continued to walk society down the path, helping to find lasting
treatment options for ADHD. This study took one of the first steps in addressing the question
posed by Den Heijer and colleagues (2017) in focusing on why some physical exercises seem to
improve ADHD symptoms while others fail. While the findings were inconclusive, unsettled
conclusions often are the door through which groundbreaking studies begin. It is this author’s
hope that this study feeds the spark of the fire that will eventually lead to a definitive answer
about the connection between ADHD and the ATNR.
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Limitations
There were a few limitations in the current study that the reader should take note of when
applying and interpreting the results. Many threats to internal validity are controlled for through
a control group, pretest-posttest design (Gall et al., 2007), while others need supplementation to
the design, through instrumentation or participants, to limit the threat. Even after these
precautions, a study will have limitations for how and to whom the results may be applied.
Two inherent internal validity limitations to a control group, pretest-posttest design are
pretest sanitization (Gall et al., 2007) and treatment diffusion (Colclasure et al., 2020). To
minimize the limitation of pretest sanitization that could occur with this type of design, two steps
were taken: an instrument with an attested test-retest reliability that matched the given treatment
period was chosen and the participant age group was confined to early elementary. To minimize
the limitation of treatment diffusion, the treatment group was isolated from the other two groups
when performing the treatment exercises.
Particular to this study, two threats to internal validity include self-selection bias and
effects of events external to the study that affected treatment fidelity. Self-selection bias may
have limited the study, due to the fact that only a specific quality of parents may allow their child
to participate. Treatment fidelity was affected in the study by the age of the participants and site
events and activities. While the age of the students assisted in controlling for pretest sanitization,
there were unexpected complications in getting the whole treatment group to successfully
complete the ATNR integration exercises simultaneously. For the first week of the study for site
B and the first two weeks of the study for site A, the researcher chose to err on the side of fidelity
to the form of the exercises and compromise fidelity to the number of repetitions that each
exercise was performed. This was to keep the fidelity of the time limit, so that each group
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participated in either treatment or alternate treatment for precisely five minutes each session. The
study would have been stronger if the duration could have been extended to continue three weeks
after the group demonstrated successful completion of the exercise regimen. This could not
happen for the current study due to the timing of the commencement celebrations and the closing
of the sites for the school year. As it was, the site events and activities caused the researcher to
shorten the treatment period for the study by four days. This limited treatment fidelity.
Limitations to external validity will influence the generalizability of a study. It is
important to be aware of and understand these factors before generalizing the results of the
current study. Limitations to external validity for the current study include age of the
participants, as all participants were prekindergarten or kindergarten; geographical location, as
all participants were from the same 10-mile radius in a single county; and group size, as all
participants were given treatments, target and alternate, as a group, as opposed to individually.
Recommendations for Future Research
Recommendations for future research include:
•

continuing to explore the impact on detectability scores and ATNR integration
exercises, especially with extending the duration of the treatment, in the general
population;

•

analyze the impact on detectability scores and ATNR integration exercises with
older populations;

•

discovering the perception of impact of ATNR integration exercises on perceived
ADHD symptoms;

•

exploring the impact on detectability scores and ATNR integration exercises for a
population diagnosed with ADHD;
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•

examining the impact of ATNR integration exercises on other measures of
inattentiveness both in the general population and a population diagnosed with
ADHD; and

•

continuing to investigate the connection of a persisting ATNR and ADHD.
Conclusion

With inattentiveness affecting a child’s whole being, from academics to social and
emotional aspects, research to decrease inattentiveness must be ongoing. This study continues to
close the gap between understanding of cognitive modifiability and practice, giving teachers a
glimpse of exercises that might be applicable and beneficial to use in the classroom. With the
findings of this study being inconclusive, it is paramount that this study act as a springboard to
encourage others to continue exploring the impact ATNR integration exercises have on
inattentiveness.
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APPENDIX A
MHS Inc. Policy for K-CPT 2
“To use the K-CPT 2 you must purchase it.” (B. Mangos, personal communication, October 1,
2021)
COPYRIGHT & RESPONSIBLE USE OF SCORED DATA
MHS Inc. retains all rights to our published assessments.
MHS does not grant permission under any circumstances for full versions of our
instruments to be included as a part of a dissertation, in the appendices, or included in any
document derived from the use of our instrument in your study or for any other purpose.
Misuse to this end is a Violation of Copyright and a Violation of Intellectual Property. Full
versions may available on a temporary basis for review board approval purposes only under the
requirement that they be destroyed shortly thereafter. You may include up to six items from the
assessment for illustrative purposes with the appropriate permissions. See Part B of the
application to apply for permission. The instrument(s) used in the project cannot be copied or
reproduced, in whole or in part, or distributed to individuals outside of the designated research
team for any reason. The instrument(s) used in the project cannot be translated, modified, or used
to develop another psychometric assessment tool without the expressed permission of MHS,
please contact us before applying should you need to make this request. (B. Mangos, personal
communication, October 1, 2021).
“You can purchase the K-CPT 2 for your research, and then you may use continue to use it
afterwards” (B. Mangos, personal communication, October 4, 2021).
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APPENDIX B
Sample of K-CPT 2
B. Mangos, a permissions and licensing specialist for MHS, Inc., the publisher for the K-CPT 2,
wrote:
We can usually allow that a small number of items be used in a dissertation, after you
have purchases and used the assessment. However, the K-CPT 2 does not have
items/questions. The K-CPT 2 is a series of images that flash on the screen. The
participant is instructed to click when they see any image EXCEPT for the soccer ball. It
would be okay for you to take a photo of a participant taking the K-CPT 2, which will
include an image of the K-CPT 2. The image flashes on the screen very quickly so it may
be a bit tricky for you to capture this (personal communication, January 5, 2022).
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APPENDIX C
IRB Paperwork
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APPENDIX D
Recruitment Letter and Parental Consent Form

April 11, 2022

Dear Families:
As a graduate student in the School of Education at Liberty University, I am conducting research
as part of the requirements for a Doctor of Philosophy in Special Education degree. The purpose
of my research is to investigate the impact of specific movements (asymmetric tonic neck reflex
integration exercises) on students’ inattentiveness, and I am writing to invite eligible participants
to join my study.
Participants must be students in prekindergarten classes during the 2021-2022 school year and be
4-7 years of age. Participants, if willing, will be asked to take a short 7-minute computer
assessment of the Conners Kiddie Continuous Performance Test (K-CPT 2), then be assigned to
one of three groups. These groups will be completing either asymmetric tonic neck reflex
integration exercises (e.g., stretch-like exercises), running exercises, or seat work (e.g., sitting
quietly or drawing) for daily, 6-minute activities each weekday morning that school is in session
for 4-week. At the end of the 4 weeks, they will take the K-CPT 2 again. First names and last
name initials will be requested as part of this study, to match the pretests and posttests, but the
information will remain confidential and will not be reported.
To participate, please sign and return the attached parental consent document to your child’s
teacher. The consent document contains additional information about my research.
Sincerely,
Arrin Brummett
Doctoral Candidate
Professionally Certified Educational Therapist
940-886-7482 abrummett3@liberty.edu
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APPENDIX E
Recruitment Follow up Letter
April 14, 2022
Dear Families:
As a graduate student in the School of Education at Liberty University, I am conducting research
as part of the requirements for a Doctor of Philosophy in Special Education. On Monday, a letter
was sent home with your student inviting you to participate in a research study. This follow-up
letter is being sent to remind you to respond if you would like to participate and have not already
done so. The deadline for participation is Monday, April 18, 2022.
Participants, if willing, will be asked to take a short 7-minute computer assessment of the
Conners Kiddie Continuous Performance Test (K-CPT 2), then be assigned to one of three
groups. These groups will be completing either asymmetric tonic neck reflex integration
exercises (e.g., stretch-like exercises), running exercises, or seat work (e.g., sitting quietly or
drawing) for daily, 6-minute activities each weekday morning that school is in session for 4
weeks. At the end of the month, they will take the K-CPT 2 again. First names and last name
initials will be requested as part of this study, to match the pretests and posttests, but the
information will remain confidential, and will not be reported at all.
To participate, please sign and return the attached parental consent document to your child’s
teacher. The consent document contains additional information about my research.
Sincerely,
Arrin Brummett, PCET
Doctoral Candidate
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APPENDIX F
Week-One Introduction to Participants Script
Hi! I’m so happy to have you here today. My name is Mrs. Brummett, and I am trying to see if
the way people move makes a difference in how well they can pay attention. I need your help. I
am hoping that you will help me by moving the way I ask you to, so that I can see if, over the
month, it makes a difference. If you are willing to help me, please (continue with appropriate
section below)
(ATNR integration exercises group) find a space on the floor where you can lie down, on your
back. Look up at the ceiling (point up), with your arms and legs straight (model if needed; praise
students who are following directions). Stay this way for 3…2…1. Now, look to the right
(reference the direction; monitor students correcting as needed) and slowly raise your left knee.
Keep your other leg straight. Cross touch it with your right elbow. Keep your other arm straight
and freeze for 4…3…2…1. Now go straight in rest position and freeze for 4…3…2…1. Look to
the left (reference direction). Slowly raise your right knee. Remember to keep your other leg
straight. Cross touch it with your left elbow. Remember to keep your other arm straight and
freeze for 4…3…2…1. Now go to rest position. Stay straight. 5…4...3...2...1. Wow! You are
doing great! Let’s try it again. (Start here on first repeat) Look right, cross touch right elbow to
left knee. Freeze for 4…3…2…1. Rest position for 4…3…2…1. Look left, cross touch left
elbow to right knee. Freeze for 4…3…2…1. Rest position for 4…3…2…1. (Go back to first
repeat and repeat four more times). Now let’s do something different. Lie on your stomach with
your legs straight, and your arms bent beside your head (demonstrate). Freeze for 4…3…2…1.
(Start here on second repeat.) Look right. Now stretch your left arm above your head and scoot
your right knee up (encourage individual students as needed to get a 90-degree angle). Freeze for
4…3…2…1. Go back to rest position for 4…3…2…1. Look left. Now stretch your right arm
above your head and scoot your left knee up (encourage individual students as needed). Freeze
for 4…3…2…1. Go back to rest position for 4…3…2…1. (Go back to 2nd repeat and repeat five
more times.)
(Running group) run with me for five minutes. If you need to, you can walk, but try to keep
moving the whole time. How many laps do you think we can make? (Give encouragement and
specific praise to individual students as needed.)
(Sedentary group) find a place to sit down. I need you to draw a picture for me. Please draw a
picture of (give prompt for the day). Take your time and draw lots of details and colors. See if
you can draw until I say stop. If you can’t draw the whole time, just sit quietly. (Give
encouragement and specific praise to individual students as needed.)
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APPENDIX G
ATNR Integration Exercises
Cross-lateral Knee Touch

Rest position

Cross touch

Modified cross touch

Prone Stationary Cross-lateral Crawl

Rest position

Stretch
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APPENDIX H
Sample Drawing Prompts
1. Draw your ideal birthday party.
2. Draw a place you would like to visit.
3. Draw an animal you really like.
4. Draw the best ride.
5. Draw a mouse playing a game.
6. Draw someone having a good day.
7. Draw your family.
8. Draw a forest.
9. Draw a map of your house.
10. Draw what you want to be when you grow up.
11. Draw a picture of what an adult in your life does for work.
12. Draw an animal dancing.
13. Draw snails telling each other a joke.
14. Draw what your teacher would look like as an alien.
15. Draw a snowman on the beach.
16. Draw a porcupine in a snowball fight.
17. Draw a dream.
18. Draw your foot.
19. Draw a self-portrait.
20. Draw your ideal pet.

